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Dear readers, this is the first e-magazine of Sandeshak series. Like the 
previous editions, the present edition of Sandeshak 2020-21 is also 
based on a theme, “Perseverence” which is very much appropriate to 
the current situation.  Sandeshak 2020-21 is a record of our sentiments 
throughout the lockdown. Some deal with emotions like happiness 
and hope while others explore the magical side of perseverance.

The power of Perseverance is tremendous. Most of the people get 
bogged down by little difficulties they face and just give up their 
dreams, that may have been long cherished. But we Balachadians 
were highly determined to line above board and create a new normal. 
We never compromised with any of our routine. Apart from classes 
we organized all events, important occasions and days of national 
importance  through online mode which speaks much more about the 
theme,” Perseverance”. Within the leaves of this e-magazine you will 
find the exciting journey of the school during the pandemic

I take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to Principal, 
Vice-Principal, Adam officer, Staffs, Cadets and all those who have 
supported to bring out this e –magazine. So dear readers ,this one is 
for us –for being patient, kind and hopeful during the testing times - 
the digital version of Sandeshak 2020-21 - Lockdown Dairies…….

Wish you a happy reading……. 

Covid-19 pandemic unexpectedly entered into our lives, bringing 
a shade to the brightful world. But we leaders took it as a challenge 
to handle the situations with positivity and determination there by 
making the most of the lockdown. The deep scar left on us  by  the 
pandemic are now healing and it is being restored to its former glory.
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Nal Sarovar Bird Sanctuary
Nal Sarovar Bird Sanctuary, consisting primarily of a 120.82-square-kilometre (46.65  sq  mi)  lake  and 
ambient marshes, is situated about 64 km to the west of Ahmedabad near Sanand Village, in the Gujarat state 
of India. 
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based on the theme preserverance.

I express my pride and pleasure that, in pursuit of excellence and on the path of 
perseverance, Sainik School of Balachadi stands as a premium institution providing 
its students with all-round development, to prepare and deal with any environmental 
crisis.

I congratulate, the entire team of staff, students and the Principal for their strong 
sense of commitment in achieving excellence, in a spectacular way to make the 
institute a significant temple of learning. My best wishes for the magazine.

Vijay Rupani

Vijay Rupani
Chief Minister Gujarat State
3rd Floor,Swarnim Sankul - 1
New Sachivalay, Sector 10
Gandhinagar, Gujarat

It gives me immense pleasure to learn that Sainik School Balachadi is to bringing 
out its first edition of digital, Annual Magazine "Sandeshak" for the year 2020-21, 
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Khijadiya Bird Sanctuary
Khijadiya Bird Sanctuary is spread over an area of 6 square kilometres and includes a rich diversity of species. Apart from 
having rich varieties of marine and freshwater habitats, the place also includes diverse ecosystems such as marshy lands, 
salt pans, Prosopis area, Mangroves, mudflats, creeks, sandy beaches, and forest scrub making it a must to visit place for 

nature lovers.
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I am happy to learn that the Sainik School Balachadi is bringing out its First Digital School 
magazine “Sandeshak” for the session 2020-21. I have no doubt that this magazine will reflect 
the various spontaneous thoughts of the cadets and staff, their mission in life as well as their 
creativity. Its too heartening to know that the theme of the school magazine is ‘Perseverance’ 
which very well suits the current on going situation.

We all know that Sainik School Balachadi is the pride of Gujarat as it offers quality education 
and prepares cadets physically, mentally and academically for entry into the National Defense 
Academy. Despite difficult circumstances, the school has been able to develop the infrastructure 
which will further improve the living conditions of the cadets. The state is committed to provide 
all assistance to the school and help it grow into a Centre for excellence.

A school magazine helps to record the curricular and extra-curricular journey of the school and 
provides an opportunity to the students to showcase their talent and explore their creative 
potential. Alongside academic and curricular inputs, co-curricular, extra- curricular and sports 
activities help to shape up the children holistically. I have no doubt that the school will continue 
to strive hard in pursuit of excellence.

My best wishes to the Principal, staff and cadets of Sainik School Balachadi. May this institution 
grow from strength to strength in the days to come.

Jai Hind !

Bhupendrasinh Chudasama

No.Edu(P&S),H&T,L&J,L&P./ VIP-29 /2021
Minister,

Education (Primary, Secondary and Adult),
Higher and Technical Education,

Law and Justice,
Legislative & Parliamentary Affairs,

Salt Industry, Cow-Breeding and Civil Aviation
Government of Gujarat

Swarnim Sankul-1, 2nd Floor,
Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar-382 010

Bhupendrasinh Chudasama

“ Success is the ability to go from one failure to another without the loss of enthusiasm ” 
                                                                                                                         Winston Churchil



Kutch Bustard Sanctuary
Kutch Bustard Sanctuary  also known as Lala–Parjan Sanctuary, is located near Jakhau village 
in Taluka Abdasa, Gujarat, India. This sanctuary is one of the two great Indian bustard sanctuaries in Gujarat; the 
other one is in Jamnagar.
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It is matter of great pride to pen down my thoughts for “Sandeshak” the First digital 
School magazine of Sainik School Balachadi for the year their creative pursuits which 
will beget in them originality of thought and perception. Academic Excellence along 
with co-curricular activities completes the process of education.

In the short period of my association with the School as Chairman of LBA, I have 
witnessed the sincerity of purpose of the Staff, and their perseverance to maintain the tall 
standards. It is heartening to know that overall development and personality building of 
the Cadets. I wish every Success to Sainik School Balachadi in all its endeavors.

A school magazine helps to record the journey of the school and provides an opportunity 
to the students to showcase their talent and explore their creative potential. Alongside 
academic, curricular inputs, co-curricular and sports activities help to shape students 
holistically. I am sure that the School will continue to strive hard in pursuit of Excellence. 
My Best Wishes to the Principal, Staff and Cadets of Sainik School Balachadi.

May this institution grow from strength to strength in the days to come & the Cadets 
become the real wealth of the Nation in being Role Models with respect to Character, 
Morals & Integrity.

Maj Gen VK Sharma, SM

Maj Gen VK Sharma, SM
Chairman, LBA

¨ÉÖJªÉ±ÉªÉ
11 <Çx¡èòxpùÒ Êb÷´ÉÒVÉxÉ
rùÉ®úÉ 53 ºÉäxÉÉ b÷ÉEòvÉ®ú
Headquarters
11 Infantry Division
Pin - 908411
C/o 56 APO
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Brig PK Sharma 
Inspecting Officer

Ministry of Defence
Sainik Schools Balachadi

Jamnagar, Gujarat 361230

It is a matter of great pride to pen down few lines for "Sandeshak",the first digital annual 
school Magazine of Sainik School Balachadi for the year 2020-21. I am very happy to know 
that the theme of the magazine is 'Perseverance', very much suitable for this pandemic 
period. The school magazine is a platform for the students to express their creative pursuit 
which develops in them originality of thought and perception. Academic excellence along 
with Co-curricular and extra co-curricular activities completes the process of education.

It also gives me great pleasure that Sainik School Balachadi isprogressing in its endeavor 
towards the overall development and personality of the Cadets. I wish every success to 
Sainik School Balachadi in all its endeavors. School magazine is a whole basket of school's 
culture capturing vivid images of year-round activities. Having it in hand is more like 
enjoying the spectrum of various achievements.

I must express my pride at the fact that the school is working

tirelessly, inspite of challenging environment because of COVID-19. It provides students 
an atmosphere conducive to all round development.

I extend my warm wishes to the Principal, staff and cadets.

Jai hind!

"The highest result of education is tolerance"

Hellenkeller

Narayan Sarovar Wildlife Sanctuary
Narayan Sarovar Sanctuary also popularly known as Narayan Sarovar Wildlife Sanctuary is a unique eco-

system near Narayan Sarovar in the Lakhpat taluka of Kutch district in the state of Gujarat, India.  It has 15 
threatened wildlife species and has desert vegetation comprising thorn and scrub forests
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Narara Marine National Park 
Marine National Park in the Gulf of Kutch is situated on the southern shore of the Gulf of Kutch in the Devbhumi Dwarka district 
of Gujarat state
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Gp Capt P Ravi Kumar
Inspecting Officer

भारत सरकार, रक्ा मतं्ालय 
सैनिक सककू ल सोसायटी,
101 डी-1 निंग, सेिा भिि 
िई निलली – 110011
Government of India
Ministry of Defence
Sainik Schools Society
101, D-1 Wing, Sena Bhawan
New Delhi-110011  

end.  New hope awakens at the dawn of what appears to be a life full of hidden possibilities and 
renewed promise.  

Compliments to the editorial team for putting this magazine together, despite being dramatis 
personae in perhaps the most traumatic and tumultuous chapter in our lifetime. Wishing Principal, 
Staff, Students and Families a creditable score in all performance parameters, most of all- health.     

Jai Hind ! 

Gp Capt P Ravi Kumar
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While we have been leading a confined existence for over a year, it taught us the value of family, 
hygiene and exercise, self reliance and of course the power of the internet, which in the school 
scenario, ironically reiterated the primacy of the teacher in a revised role.  

The single most reason why the teacher will never get wiped away like the chalk marks on the 
blackboard is the role she or he plays in finding the right spark in each of the students and in 
guiding and encouraging them as per her or his special abilities, something which no one else 
including parents would be better placed to do.  Yes, teachers were at one time foster parents, 
especially in a gurukul environment, nurturing and raising the child to be educated and human 
and well prepared to deal with the real challenges of life. While today parents and the media have 
to a great extent tried to fill the gaps in the learning process-  as we particularly realised during 
the lockdown, will they ever be able to replace the teacher in a classroom? Google or YouTube can 
be your guru who uncomplainingly dispel your doubts regarding facts and figures, but who is 
the one who cares for the child when her or his spirit  cowers? Who, besides igniting ideas, holds 
up an ideal for all the youngsters to see and seek? Who brings out the best side of the student 
and turns that coveted spotlight which not only presents the girl or boy in an admirable avatar 
but also lets the child bask in that all important two minutes of glory and pride which like a life-
buoy would keep the esteem afloat all one’s existence and make her/ him indebted to that selfless 
savior forever, like we are to the masters of our generation, who held our hand and led us out of 
darkness.

The journey of humanity through the interminably gloomy tunnel created by a virus gone 
berserk has been harrowing and even heartrending. But there is finally a glimmer of light at the 



Piroton island
In the Gulf of Kutch, Pirotan Island is one of the 42 islands which compose the Marine National Park. India's first national 

marine park comes under the Jamnagar district of Gujarat.
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Storm’s pass, Night turns to day, and Winter gives way to spring.   
Eventually, this epidemic, too, will pass.

I am glad to know that our School is bringing out its First Digital Edition of Annual School 
Magazine 2020-21. The theme of the Magazine is ‘Perseverance’ which was exhibited in 
abundance by Team Balachadi during the challenges posed by the Pandemic in the session  
2020-21 and it has really paid off. Striving to create culture of perseverance is an ongoing 
endeavor - a journey that includes continuous awareness and skill-building. As a result school 
could adapt to the new challenge of online classes. The faculty adopted exceptional Pedagogical 
Practices and implemented the technological aspects which were instrumental in successful and 
smooth transition to Online Learning. It is remarkable that we managed to pull that off together, 
all of us, including parents, staff and students made a difference this year by broadening 
perspectives and building an inclusive and caring school culture.

This time will also pass and then we are going to look behind and say, “We did it! It’s over and 
here we are together standing strong as Balachadians.” This is truly a moment which will go in 
the annals of in our school’s history. The world is changing, and continuing to do things as we 
have always done them will not  suffice in this new millennium. To be a leader, you have to keep 
doing things differently.

I have seen Cadets exhibiting determination, patience, and innovativeness during these 
challenging times. I believe that these characteristics have always been there in SSB Cadets and 
have further Strengthened only.

Ironically, and unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic has created such an experience which is 
unlikely to be forgotten, but the positive aspect of this is that it has reinforced belief that one’s 
skills and qualities can be cultivated through perseverance and challenges are the opportunities 
to explore our capabilities.

Jai Hind !

GP Capt Ravinder Singh

Gp Capt Ravinder Singh
Principal

Ministry of Defence
Sainik Schools Balachadi

Jamnagar, Gujarat 361230
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PRINCIPAL’S 
ANNUAL REPORT
FOR SANDESHAK 
2020-21

The session 2020-21 triumphed 
with new hopes and new experienc-
es in Virtual Teaching-Learning. This 
was the session of opportunities in 
the time of Pandemic. We took it as an 
opportunity to explore more and more 
in fruitful way. It was the session of Virtual 
World of Learning. Lot of challenges came 
up and I believe that difficulties shape us for 
betterment. The cycle of Unlearning, Learning 
and Relearning is way of life for all of us.

I feel privileged to undertake the opportunity 
of presenting school’s Annual Report of the ses-
sion 2020-21. It showcases the achievements of our 
school. We have always been committed to create an 
environment in the school which helps the young minds 
to bloom and provide a platform for original thinking and 
holistic development of the personality of the cadets so as 
to prepare them for entry to prestigious NDA.

It is our endeavor to set higher standards and goals for the 
growth of the school in terms of Academics, Sports, Discipline, 
Leadership and many more.

Perseverance Edition-2021 8



 ACADEMICS
I wish to begin with the Academics. The name and 
reputation of an academic institution is determined by its 
performance in both internal and external examinations. 
The school has been successfully implementing the 
guidelines by the CBSE and Ministry of Defence time to 
time in Letter and Spirit. School successfully implemented 
Alternative Academic Curriculum (AAC) initiated by CBSE 
in all classes. We will continue striving hard for the quality 
results in future also. 

April 2020 onwards the school has been successfully 
imparting training in almost all activities which include 
Academic, Co curricular, Sports, NCC, UPSC and SSB 
training  classes for the cadets by conducting online 
classes regularly.

KUDOS IN NDA SELECTION
As you all know that primary aim of the school is to 
prepare cadets academically, physically and mentally 
for entry into the National Defence Academy. The school 
conducted various SSB Training sessions during this 
session also as a regular part of the curriculum conducted 
by the retired and in service Defence Officers from time 
to time. That brought laurels to the proud parents, cadets 
and the Balachadi fraternity as well.

A total of 10 cadets have joined 143rd & 144th Course at 
prestigious National Defence Academy, Khadakwasla, 
Pune during the session 2020-21. 

The cadets, who brought laurel and marked the year with 
red letters in NDA selection are Cdt Vivek Kumar (5409), 
Cdt Dhruvraj Singh Jadeja (5457), Cdt Aditya Kumar (5557), 
Cdt Sudhanshu Kumar (5564), Cdt Dev Singhania (5630) 
Cdt Aman Kumar (5643), Cdt Shubham M Singh (5554), 
Cdt Vishal Parmar (5618), Cdt Nishant Kumar (5603) and 
Cdt Rajiv Ranjan (5387). Maj Gen V K Sharma GOC 11 Inf 
Div & LBA Chairman and the  Officers congratulated the 
cadets and their parents for this stupendous achievement.

NEW INITIATIVES
Though the whole country was reeling under the 
Pandemic but school took initiative to ensure the 
unhindered continuation of Education through online 
mode. Crisis wa sturned into an opportunity to learn 
new things and move ahead. Following initiatives were 
adopted

	Virtual English Communicative Classes for the 
newly joined cadets to help them overcome their 
vernacular problems. 

	Regular Webinars by the cadets from classes VII-XII 
for effective speaking and presentation skills.

	Equipping and digitalizing Classrooms with Tata 
Classedge Smart classroom System and integrating 
them with online classes.

	Online hobby classes were introduced to engage 
the cadets constructively.

CADETS ENRICHMENT
Motivational lectures and guidance by the eminent 
alumni and officers of the school were organized to 
motivate and inspire the cadets. 

	Principal conducted a presentation to guide the 
cadets to practice Leadership during Pandemic.

	Cyber Security Webinar was conducted by Vice 
Principal to ensure the safety during being online.

	NCC Classes as regular part of the curriculum were 
conducted.

	Online SSB capsule for the cadets of class XII was 
organized where in Brig R S Rathod and Cdr Kirat 
Gadhvi ex accessors of SSB and alumni of the school, 
shared their experience with the aspirants of NDA.

	Participation by cadets in 6th International Yoga Day 
on 21 June.

	Celebration and participation by cadets in School 
Raising Day, Army Day, NavyDay, Air Force Day, Kargil 
Vijay Diwas, National Unity Day, Independence Day, 
Republic Day and all other important days to impart 
quality education and social values.

	Inter House Cultural Competitions followed by 
Online Annual  Day Celebration where in Air Marshal 
SC Mukul (Retd), PVSM, AVSM, VM, VSM , ADC  and 
distinguished alumnus, interacted with the cadets.

	Participation of cadets in Adolescent Summit 2020 
organised by National Book Trust, New Delhi.

	Participation of cadets in Pariksha Pe Charcha by 
Honorable PM.

	Cadets participated Epiphany: The Lit. Fest. On 05 
Nov 2020.

	Regular Remedial-Classes and Evening Preps kept 
the cadets on high toes.

Perseverance Edition-20219



STAFF ENRICHMENT

The school also enriches the Academic faculties time 
to time. The academic staff is being sent to attend 
capacity building and training sessions. The school 
also imparts the academic and technical skills among 
the staff but due to Pandemic Academic  Staff  couldn’t 
participate in Offline workshops. However the staff 
underwent online Training sessions organized by 
the Ministry of Education (NISHTHA App Programs) 
and the Centre of Excellence (COE) CBSE Ajmer on 
the subjects such as Gender Sensitivity, Developing 
Resilience among the students, Contribution of Youth 
in Nation Building, Civic Responsibilities, ICT Skills  
and various other Seminars  on Pedagogy of Teaching. 
The teachers are being empowered to adopt the 
National Education Policy 2020.

The Academic staff also conducted many individual 
Presentations based on the themes attended on 
NISHTHA and shared their learning with others.

NEW APPOINTMENTS & POSTINGS 

	School appointed Mrs Priya Sonagra as TGT 
Maths on 15 Feb 2021. 

	School bid farewell to Hav Indrajit Singh, who 
proceeded to his unit on transfer on 27 Nov 2020. 
School also welcomed the new member in the 
team Hav Azamelbhai, who took charge after the 
transfer of Hav Indrajit Singh.

NCC ACTIVITIES

NCC has been the inseparable part of our curriculum 
and played very important part in grooming the ca-
dets and imparting Values& Patriotism as well. The 
cadets are given basic Military training with the aim 
of developing sound Character, Comradeship, Disci-
pline, Leadership and Secular outlook for the society.

	The school has sent 2 Academic staff members 
Mr Bhavesh J Chandegra and Mr Piyush 
Viramgama for Associate NCC Officer’s training 
at OTA Kamptee, Nagpur and they have 
successfully completed the training and have 
been commissioned as T/O. Ms Ankur Chaudhary, 
who is NCC ‘C’ certificate holder has been 
commissioned as Third Officer. Mr Venkateshwar 
and Mr Balraj has been appointed as CTOs. 

	Participation by cadets in Aatmanirbhar Bharat 
Campaign Webinar and numerous other activities 
has been the part of cadets Enrichment program.

	The cadets also participated in various Social 
awareness programs, Cleanliness Drives, 
Plogging, Awareness on COVID -19, Tree 
Plantation Drives, Fit India Movement Run, NCC 
Day.

VIP VISITS

During this academic year dignitaries from various 
fields of work visited our school to motivate our ca-
dets to prepare to achieve greater heights in life.

	Lt Gen Anil Puri SM,VSM, Corps Cdr,12 Corps & Ex 
LBA Chairman along with Brig Nitish Bisht Cdr 31 
Inf Brg visited school on 30 Jun 2020.

	Col KS Mathur GP Cdr NCC headquarter, Jamnagar 
visited school on 06 Oct 2020.

	Maj Gen VK Sharma GOC, LBA Chairman visited 
school on 01 Nov 2020.

CSR and fund raising activities

	SBI Jamnagar donated 50 ceiling fans for the school.

	Donation of sports equipments worth Rs 355000 by 
PGVCL for indoor and outdoor activities.

	During pandemic OBSSA Golden Jubilee Trust came 
up with financial assistance of Rs 893826.00 for the 
financially deprived cadets.

	Batch of 1975 of Old boys donated Electric Oven and 
Mixer for the school’s Bakery.

Perseverance Edition-2021 10



CONCLUSION
At this occasion when I recount the overall 
achievements of the school my heart brims with 
confidence, joy and pride. I would like to express 
my sincere thanks to Sainik School Society, 
Our LBA Chairman, Members of Local Board of 
Administration for their continuous guidance.

INFRASTRUCTURE 

	The school has purchased new Furniture of worth 
Rs 50 Lakhs. 

	Nehru and Shashtri Houses have been provided 
with new cubicals for study room. 72 sets for each.

	The school has also purchased 96 Steel Almirah for 
the cadet houses.

	Renovation of existing Lawn Tennis Court was 
carried out and it has been fitted with flood lights.

	CCTV cameras for the security and safety of cadets 
have been installed in all the Dorms of the houses.

	Digitalization of School Library has been 
completed and Nodes for internet surfing have 
been installed. 

	Demolition of Old Academic block has been 
completed.

	The installation of Tata Class edge in 09 class-
rooms has been completed.

	Construction of New Hostel with the capacity of 
100 cadets has been completed, where the cadets 
of SP House will be shifted. The existing SP House 
has been  exclusively renovated  renamed as Ahi-
lyabai House for the girl cadets, who are being in-
ducted from the Academic Session 2021-22

	 Cadets Mess has been renovated with false ceil-
ing and new floor tiling.

	Renovation of Staff Quarters has also been com-
pleted.

	 Walking pavements have been constructed along 
the roads.

I would also like to compliment whole Team of Balachadi, 
Parents, and the most important our Emerging Leaders 
of future  my dear CADETS for helping us to provide, safe 
and secure learning environment in these challenging 
times, which have enabled us to complete all our tasks 
successfully during this session.

JAI HIND

Perseverance Edition-202111
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As a young child, you would perhaps never be haunted by 
the above question. One is so engrossed growing up and 
exploring the world that seldom would anyone stop to do a 
self-appraisal. Now the question popped on top is not the 
usual philosophical or existentialist conundrum, although 
ultimately it is all connected. So the little reader may for a 
while yet, withhold the logical urge to turn this page in a hurry. 
This piece is about the manner in which we perceive ourselves, 
which is an exercise most of us indulge in, just short of a job 
interview or an SSB in the context of Sainik Schools. It’s at 
that instant we recognize there are chinks in our personality 
which don’t auger too well for selection into the elite academy, 
we have been dreaming about (whether there has been 
commensurate effort is a different matter). The discovery of 
one’s true identity is an event better late than never to happen. 
Hence forward, the cadets need to guard themselves against 
putting on a charade, even as they “prepare a face to meet the 
faces that (they) meet” (TS Eliot). 

But is it easy to hide the hideous? (maybe that is a strong word- 
sorry, couldn’t resist the alliteration; “imperfections” perhaps is 
more suited). Like roots penetrating a derelict structure, there 
are traits and qualities of our persona which have over the 
formative years fossilized into our physiology. A few of these 
elements are not exactly what one would be particularly proud 
of hearing about in say, a family tale, and yet these are not easy 
to shrug off in the restricted time at our disposal. Therefore 
there is a tendency or a feeble attempt toward concealing 
our real self by faking virtues which are yet alien and masking 
vices which are wrapped around like second skin.

SSB, we are told, does not test our knowledge. There are 
experts who analyse our behavioural traits, especially in 
problem situations. Not unlike the Big Boss House, there is only 
so much that the participants are able to disguise and not for 
too long (perhaps only in the initial exchange of pleasantries). 
Then the demeanour slips. There is a lot happening which one 
has to cope with that it’s not easy keeping up the act. Truth, 
alas, will be out.

Gp Capt P Ravi Kumar
Inspecting Officer, Sainik Schools Society 

“We put on masks we believe will be more acceptable 

to the world than the truth of who we are. In doing 

so we sacrifice the gift of self-acceptance.”

             Jane Monica-Jones, The Billionaire Buddha

WHO AM I

 There is no denying that the preparation for SSB begins the 
day one joins Sainik School as a Class VI Cadet. This is the 
whole point of enrolling into a residential system like Sainik 
Schools. The next seven years is the phase in which firstly the 
child who has likely arrived with a baggage of undesirable 
attributes - such as laziness, rudeness, deceit, conceit etc 
needs to promptly discard them because these at best can 
only provide short term gains such as a safe exit or a cover over 
our limitations etc. We also need to be fortunate to have a 
well wisher (of a ‘no-mincer-of-words’ kind), who is not afraid 
of exposing our blind spot (remember the top right pane of 
Johari window- faults which we are oblivious to but which 
are obvious to others). If you thought unlearning negative 
lessons is tough (old habits die hard), walking the thorny 
path indicated by your conscience is going to be many times 
more complicated. Hard work, Honesty, Kindness, Composure 
etc are not only difficult acts to dig, but completely killing 
to keep up with. To be on the track of truth, it’s not just the 
extra time and toil which are required, it also demands great 
sacrifice because you, with your passion to plough a lonely 
furrow are likely to fall out of favour with your closest allies 
and associates. But gradually with passing years, not only will 
the things we practice, become our second nature, prodigal 
friends too will realize their folly and return to your fold. 

The West Point Cadet Prayer has this moving line, “Make us 
to choose the harder right instead of the easier wrong and 
never to be content with a half truth when the whole truth 
can be won”. This is the high calling and price which leaders 
are willing to pay in pursuit of excellence. On the other hand, 
if the obsession with our image is not matched by an equally 
strong intent and willingness to surrender a life of ease, we 
would fall prey to the all too tempting shortcuts in life, which 
in the long run instead of protecting our aura would only taint 
our standing by exposing our weaknesses. The face ceases to 
fascinate, the moment it turns into a façade (oh no! don’t I 
need to work on my weakness too, for the repetitive syllable!).  



Lt Cdr Manu Arora
Vice Principal

MEN AT  THE HELM
Gp Capt Ravinder Singh had his early education at Bareilly and had his PG 
in Mathematics from Bareilly college in 1990. He was commissioned in 
the education branch of Indian Air Force ( IAF) on 21st June 1993. During 
the long span of 26 years of his service, he had carried out instructional, 
administrative and intelligence duties at various IAF formations.

The Officer has undergone PWO & Interpretation and remote sensing 
courses from AFIS Pune and NRSA Hyderabad. He has served as image 
analyst at Defence Image Processing and Analysis Centre (DIPAC) and 
posted as C lmnt O at HQ SWAC. He  has also served as  Joint Director, 
Schools & Exams at Directorate of Education, Air HQ. Gp Capt Ravinder 
Singh has been awarded with AOC- in – C commendation in 1998 for 
bringing up the AF school at AF Station, Bareilly  to the standards of 
achieving the ‘Best School in Central Air Command’.

He is married to Mrs. Sonia Singh, a post graduate in English & a trained 
teacher. She has been actively involved in AFWWA activities. Moreover, 
for the last two years she has been voluntarily rendering her services for 
the spoken English orientation capsules specially designed for freshers 
who joined in class six.  The couple are blessed with a son, Meyher, who is 
pursuing his BBA from PDEU Gandhi Nagar.

Gp Capt Ravinder Singh
Principal

Lt Cdr Manu Arora was commissioned in the Indian Navy on 04th Jan 2010. 
He was instructor at INA, Ezhimala, and held the additional responsibility 
of Assistant Registrar (Academics) and SO to Principal. He was Lt Cdr (NE) 
–Exams at Directorate of Naval Education (DNE), where he was Coordinator 
and system administrator of all exams conducted through IN Online 
Examination System (INOES). He had been on deputation to Myanmar 
as part of Indian Navy Mobile Training Team at Myanmar Naval Training 
Command, Thanlyin for 12 weeks from Feb to May 17.

The Officer  was awarded VCNS commendation f or implementation of PAN-
Navy internet based Indian Navy Digital Library and contract Management 
for e-Resources in 2018. He has undergone some of the major in-service 
courses like, Sub Lt Education at Naval Institute of Educational and Training 
Technology Advance Information warfare in 2012 at Signal School Kochi, 
and Information Security at JNTU, Hyderabad in 2013 and MTECH (CS) from 
MNIT Jaipur.

Lt Cdr Manu Arora took over as the Vice Principal of Sainik School Balachadi 
on 22 Jul 19. He was highly instrumental in the successful organization of 
online classes and other activities during the most turbulent academic year 
2020-21 due to the COVID-19 Pandemic. He is passionate in movie and a 
voracious reader. He plays badminton and tennis, and practice gardening 
and craft work in his free time.

He is married to Seema Choudhary, who is BSc Hons (Chem) and MBA (HR), 
she is a qualified Yoga practitioner and a part time Soft Skill trainer with 
approximately five years of experience. The couple is blessed with two sons.
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Mr. R K Suvagia
Sr. Moster

MEN AT THE HELM
Sqn Ldr Mahesh Kumar is an alumnus of Sainik School Satara. 
He was Commissioned in the Administrative / Fighter controller 
branch of the Indian Air Force (IAF) on 29th May 2011. He did 
his fighter controlling course from Air Defence College, post 
Commissioning, at Lucknow.

He was posted in active fighter controlling duties at Hakimpet 
(Secundrabad) and Tezpur (Assam). He served four years as Senior 
Operations Officer at missile units (Igla Missile System) at Tezpur 
and Adampur (Punjab) and also a highly mobile unit (Mobile 
Observation Flight) at Adampur. He was awarded with AOC-in- C 
commendation in 2018 for his contributions in live deployments in 
Doklam sector in Sikkim and Tawang region of Arunachal Pradesh.

The officer is a National level Basketball player and his interest 
includes cycling, travelling and playing games. He was appointed 
as Administrative Officer in Sainik School Balachadi on 4th 
December 2019. His experience as an officer and as a sportsman 
will be a great asset for our school and cadets to get motivated and 
join the prestigious NDA.

The Officer is married to Sqn Ldr Sreelakshmi, a logistic officer of 
the Indian Air Force.

Sqn Ldr Mahesh Kumar
ADM Officer

Mr. R K Suvagia, (Roll No 1069) is a proud alumnus of Sainik School 
Balachadi. He enjoys the rare distinction of becoming the Sr Master 
of his own alma mater. Mr. Suvagia joined Sainik School Balachadi 
in July 1988 as a TGT Science, after completing his education from 
Gujarat University. He was promoted as a PGT, Physics in June 2005. 
He became the Sr. Master on 1st March 2019.

He was an ace runner and sports man during his school days. He 
actively involved in co-curricular activities and represented his house 
and school in various inter house and inter school activities. His rich 
experience as a student and teacher of this school tremendously help 
in motivating our cadets in the development of the overall personality 
and joining in the prestigious National Defence Academy.

He held various important academic responsibilities in the school 
like House Master, NCC ANO, I/C Entrance exam, I/C UPSC & CBSE 
exams, I/C sports & games etc during his long career spanning over 
three decades.

He is married to Mrs Praveenaben, who is the Rtd. Principal of a school 
under state govt. and blessed with a daughter and son. His daughter 
is settled in USA after marriage and son is pursuing his MD course.
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TEACHING STAFF
Sitting (from L to R):-  Mr. R S Mishra, Mr. R Suvagia (Sr. Master), Lt Cdr Manu Arora (Vice Principal),  Gp Capt Ravinder Singh  
( Principal), Sqn Ldr Mahesh Kumar (Adm Officer), Mr. A K Singh, Dr. M Bohra, Mr. B K Jha. Standing First Row (From L to R):- Mr. 
D D Purohit, Mr. Raghesh P R, Mrs E A MINI, Ms Sunita Kademani, Mrs. Anju Yadav, Mrs. Lajwanti Yadav, Mrs. Veena Parmar, Mrs. 
Suma Joshi, Mr. Maitrik Jani Standing Last Row (from L to R):- Mr. Venkatesh, Mr. Balraj, Mr. Mayura Joshi, Mr. J V Mehta, Mr. 
Dharmik Jani, Mr. Vinod Harimkar, Mr. Lalit Yadav, Mr. K K Bajpayi, Mr. Arun V R, Mr. S. Sunil Kumar.

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Sitting from L to R):- Mr Rajender Singh, Mr Jagdish Bhenjaliya ( Offg QM),  Mr DC Pujara (Accountant), Lt Cdr Manu Arora  
(Vice Principal), Gp Capt Ravinder Singh (Principal) Sqn Ldr Mahesh Kumar (Adm Officer), Mr. Munish Kumar Singh (Office 
Supdt), Mr Vijayanth Vyas (Mess Manager) Mr Rajesh M Rawail,  Standing (From L to R):- Mr D V joshi, Mr. Jagadish, D V Sharma 
(Nurs, Asst.) Mr Chhatrapal, Mrs Dharmistha Bhatt, Mr Dharamvirsinh Jadeja, Mr Nadeem Siddiqui, Mr Bhupendra Kumar,  
Mr Vijaysinh Vaghela
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SUPPORTING  STAFF
Sitting (from L to R):- Mr Vijayanth Vyas (Mess Manager), Lt Cdr Manu Arora (Vice Principal), Gp Capt Ravinder Singh (Principal),  
Sqn Ldr Mahesh Kumar (Adm Bhenjaliya (Offg QM) Standing (L to R) First Row:- Mr Vasant Vaghela, Mr Ashok Kumar,  
Mr Suresh Lal, Mr Yuvraj, Mr Ashok Sinh Vaghela, Mr Paresh Bhatt, Mr Farooq Chad, Mr Kavindra Kumar, Mr Dharmendra Sinh 
Jadeja, Mr Mahendrasinh Jadeja, Mr Bilal, Mr Chaman Vasant Vaghela, Mr Abdul, Mr Firoz Chavda, Standing (L to R) Second 
Row: Mr Yunush Bhai , Mr Sukhubha, Mr Birju Parmar, Mr Jagannath Behera, Mr Ravji Laddha, Mr Rajesh, Mr Charanjeet Singh, 
Mr Nayan Ghosh, Mr Birender Lal, Mr Akram, Mr Vinod, Mr Sunil Dudhaiya, Mr Asim Chad, Mr Bachu Limba, Standing (L to R) 
third row:- Mr Gumansinh Vaghela, Mr Balbir Singh, Mr Vijay Vasant, Mr Vijay Chaman, Mr Shivraj, Mr Ali, Mr Ashish Ashok, Mr 
Bhavesh Tariya, Mr Ashok Bhanji

NCC STAFF
Standing left to right : Mr Rafiq,  CTO Balraj,  T/O S. Sunil Kumar,  T/O Lalit Yadav,   Hav Inderjeet
 T/O Bhavesh Chandegra, Sitting left to right : Lt  A.K. Singh,  Lt Cdr Manu Arora,  Gp Capt Ravinder Singh,Sub Ratan Singh
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Ceremony

Address & Online live interaction of the Chief Guest 
with newly appointed Cadet & Cadet recommended for 
144th NDA

School Cadet 
Adjutant
Cdt. Aman Kumar 
(5670)
House : Tagore

Chief Guest
Lt Gen. Asit. Mistry, AVS.... 
Commandant (NDA) Address 
& online live interaction of 
the chief guest with newly 
appointed cadet & Cadet 
recommended for  
144th NDA

th 

School Raising 
day & Investiture

59th School Raising Day celebrated in Sainik School 
Balachadi, Jamnagar on 08 July 2020 through online 
mode. The school was established on 08 July 1961 at 
Jamnagar and is operational from present location 
(Balachadi) since 07 Mar 1965.
As a part of School Raising Day celebration, Investiture 
Ceremony for the academic session 2020-21 was held 
gracefully through online mode. Lt Gen Asit Mistry, 
AVSM, SM, VSM, Commandant, National Defence 
Academy, an alumnus of Sainik School Balachadi 
was the Chief Guest on this occasion, who attended 
this event through video conference from National 
Defence Academy, Kharakwasla, Pune.
The Investiture Ceremony began with the welcome 
address by the Principal, Gp Capt Ravinder Singh. 
The Chief Guest conferred appointments to cadets 
nominated for various School Appointments and 
House Captains. Cadets were nominated on the basis of 
holistic qualities which include punctuality, discipline, 
moral values, academics, Games & sports, positive 
attitude, leadership qualities so on and so forth, so that 
they can be role models to their fellow schoolmatesThe 
chief guest during his address congratulated the new 
appointments and reiterated the need to inculcate 
leadership qualities among the cadets and urged them 
to rise up to the expectations of the competitive world 
to achieve their objectives experiences of school days 
in Sainik School Balachadi. He congratulated the staff 
for their noble deed in making the leaders of the future 
nation and interacted with the cadets recommended 
for 144th NDA course and with the newly appointed 
school cadets and answered all their queries. 
This was a week-long celebration, earlier Brig RS 
Rathod, Admiral Dhiren Vig, VSM and Col PP Vyas the 
proud alumnus of Sainik School Balachadi delivered 
the motivational lectures through online mode. 
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Nehru house is the holding house in which new Class VI cadets and new Class IX cadets live . The freshers of the 
house are groomed by organising orientation programmes. Various intra house activities are held which give 
them ample of exposure for enabling them to participate in various Co-curricular Activities.
This year due to pandemic the cadets are living with parents but still the house spirit has been maintained as 
they have participated in Inter House Poem Recitation (House position- 1 st ), Exhibition Model making through 
recorded videos, Inter House English Essay Writing Competition( House position- 1 st ).
The Cadets who have bagged position in various competitions:
1.  6385 Cadet Yatharth - 2 nd position IH Hindi Poem Recitation Competition
2.  Cadet Aditya Tomar - 3 rd position in IH Hindi Poem Recitation Competition
3.  6385 Cadet Yatharth - 1 st position in IH English Essay Writing Competition
4.  6359 Cadet Jayvardhan - 3 rd position in IH English Essay Writing Competition
The pandemic posed challenges in varied ways such as contacting the cadets , taking interviews,
preparing them for the competitions,  guiding them for the models , etc. but with consistent efforts
and undaunted spirit all challenges were met and regular and fruitful interaction was held.
The house members are committed to achieve success with positive traits. This year also Nehru House
has made it to achieve Cock House Trophy.
“We will either find a way or make one.” Hannibal (247-182 BC)- Carthaginian General

Activity Point Appointments I Term
Sport Games 06 House Captain  5834 Cdt Rajalkumar
Co- Curricilar Activities 04 House Vice Captain   5772 Cdt Raxit Gamdha
Literary- Academics 05 Dorm Incharge I  5818 Cdt Aman Pratap
Grand Total SI No. 15 Dorm Incharge II 5911 Cdt Chandan Bharati

House Master
MrLalitYadav

Asst House Master  
Mrs LajwantiYadav

Ward boy
Mr Bhupendra Kumar

HOUSE  REPORT
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SHASTRI HOUSE

House Master
Mrs Veena Parmar

Asst House Master  
Mr Balraj                                      

Tutor
Mrs. EA Mini

Ward boy
Mr Bhupendra Kumar

SHASTRI HOUSE, the house is named after the name of II PM of India Late Sh Lal Bahadur Shastri and the house 
follows its motto in letter in spirit. This session (2020-21) was the session of Virtual Teaching-Learning. The house 
team left no stone unturned in shaping the cadets into marvelous and dazzling cadets. 
The Shastrians are proactive, enthusiastic  energetic and example setters. All possible efforts are made to impart 
quality education and Values among the cadets.  
Cdt Aditya Kumar, 6396 achieved  I position in Academic results of class VI by securing 98.22% marks.  
Cdt Yugendra, 6344 bagged I position in  Inter-House Hindi Patriotic Poetry Recitation Competition. 
In Online Painting Competition Cdt Zeel Kr (6301- Gr A) secured 3rd Position, 
 Cdt Yugendra (6344 – Gp C) secured 1st Position and   Cdt Aditya Kumar (6396 Gp-C) secured 3rd Position.
Cdt Aditya Kumar, 6396 participated and bagged 2 Position (Gp D) in Inter-House English Essay Writing 
Competition.
During Annual Day Celebration the projects made by Cdt Amber 6401, Cdt Priyanshu Kansagra 6368 and Cdt 
Yugendra were selected and displayed in Annual exhibition 2020. The projects won wider applause by the 
spectators. On Air Force Day celebration Cdt Mohd Sahil 6394 made and enchanting project of Fighter Aircraft  
and bagged 2 Position.  House appointment Cdt Avadh Vasoya( 5780) took active participation in guiding the 
junior cadets to take part in all activities.

Activity Point Appointments I Term
Sport Games 03 House Captain 5780 Cdt Avadh Vasoya
Co- Curricilar Activities 02 House Vice Captain 6160 Cdt Ayush Singh
Literary- Academics 07 Dorm Incharge I 5910 Cdt Amrit Raj
Grand Total SI No. 12 Dorm Incharge II 5934 Cdt Ankit Kumar Singh

HOUSE  REPORT
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ANGRE HOUSE

House Master
Dr Bhavesh Chandegra

Asst House Master  
Mrs Anju Yadav                                

Tutor
Mr Bajpayee

Ward boy
Mr Dharmveer Sinh Jadeja

The house is named after Kanhoji Angre, the first Maratha chief of navy. Kanoji became noted for attacking, 
capturing European merchant ships and ransoming their crews. 

We Cold Blues have done really in this academic session. Three gems of our house Cdt Anand Parmar, Cdt 
Jenil Savaliya and Cdt Harsh Lungariya cleared UPSC-NDA Examination. Angre House cadets have been 
participating in various Online activities and Competitions with zeal. They brought laurels for Angre House. 
We never Sinking Sailors  will keep our Josh high above the sky and will sail our ships through the storm to 
victory.

Activity Point Appointments I Term
Sport Games 61 House Captain 5683 Cdt Jenil Savaliya
Co- Curricilar Activities 54 House Vice Captain 5832m Cdt Sumit Kumar
UPSC-NDA 31.66 Dorm Incharge I  5765  Cdt Hemang Dumaniya
Grand Total SI No. 166.66 Dorm Incharge II 5994 Cdtm Ayush Anand

HOUSE  REPORT
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SARDAR pateL;  HOUSE

Sardar Patel House cadets usually perform their best this year too through online system. Cadets took part 
in various competitions with full enthusiasm which were conducted online by the school. House cadets 
participated in literary activities ,yoga activities, webinars NCC activities, drawing and painting competitions. 
SP house stood on I position in Inter House Cultural competition. Cadets had made different and interesting 
science and social science projects for Online Annual Science exhibition which were appreciated by all the 
viewers. Cdt  Lekh  Vashishtha of Class X adjudged I position in Hindi Debate ,Drawing Comp., in GK quiz and II 
position in Poetry comp, and He got a special jury award for his splendid Drawing. Cdt Nishant Rahi of Class XI 
adjudged I position in Hindi Essay writing comp. and GK Quiz and II position in Hindi Poem comp. He secured 
95.2% in AISSE 2021. Cdt Meet Boda  of Class XII secured 95.4% in AISSCE 2021 and topped in Class XII. Cdt 
Meet Boda and Cdt Sudhanshu Kumar cracked UPSC Exam and in the second trial again Cdt Sudhanshu Kumar 
cracked UPSC and preparing for SSB.  Sardar Patel House stood II in all over among all 6 senior houses. New SP 
house building was inaugurated this year. Positive and strong spirits are flown in SP House through the Seniors 
to All juniors and after setting this positive strength in their mind and body, cadets of SP house will bring the 
laurels to the house and make the SP house flag always on the top in coming time like this year.

Activity Point Appointments I Term
Sport Games 56 House Captain 6044 Cdt Dewang Bhargav
Co- Curricilar Activities 68 House Vice Captain 5847Cdt Krishna Singh
UPSC-NDA 18.31 Dorm Incharge I 5825  Cdt Sumit Chavda
Grand Total SI No. 160.31 Dorm Incharge II 5933 Cdt Nishant Rahi

House Master
Mr D.D Purohit

Asst House Master   
Mr Mayura Joshi

Tutor  
Mr R S Misra

Ward boy
Mr Vijay Vaghela

HOUSE  REPORT
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SHIVAJI  HOUSE

Activity Point Appointments I Term
Sport Games 44 House Captain 5680 Cdt Lalan Kumar
Co- Curricilar Activities 45 House Vice Captain 5807  Cdt Abhishekkumar
UPSC-NDA 31.81 Dorm Incharge I 6209 Cdt Hrushabvaza
Grand Total SI No. 144.81 Dorm Incharge II 5766 Cdt Raj Kathiriya

House Master
Mr PiyushViramgama

Asst House Master   
Mrs Sunita Kademani

Tutor  
Mr Maitrik Jani

Ward boy
Mr Vijay Vaghela

House is named after the mighty king of Maratha empire, Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. Marathas 
have been inculcating leadership qualities from the life of the Chatrapathi Shivaji maharaj.
Academic Year 2020-21 was fruitful for Marathas.Cadets have participated in various online 
activities with zeal and brought laurels for the house. The cadets of Shivaji house are confident 
enough to face upcoming Challenges effectively.

HOUSE  REPORT
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TAGORE  HOUSE

Tagore house is named after the noble laureate and great scholar of all times Guru Rabindranath Tagore, who 
gave India its National Anthem. The motto of the house is “In pursuit of knowledge”, which states that each and 
every scholar is eager to gain knowledge rather than marks. We scholars have actively participated in all online 
activities with  high energy and enthusiasm. Three cadets of our house Cdt Aditya Ravi (5627), Cdt Ankit Kumar 
(5518) and Cdt Subrat Kumar (6065) cleared UPSC. We are proud to record that Cdt Shourya Ray (5791) was the 
topper of class XI with 93.97%, Cdt Vedant (5893) of class X secured II Position with 94.2%, Cdt Vatsal Gambhava 
(6004) of class IX was topper with 91.29% and Cdt Aman Kumar (6131) of class VIII was topper 97.89%. Tagorians 
also stood II Position in Inter House Hindi Debate Competition and secured I Position in Inter House Hindi Essay 
writing Competition also.
Scholars will continue the legacy of excellence and will keep the house flag high

Activity Point Appointments I Term
Sport Games 41 House Captain 6065 Cdt SubrataPradhan
Co- Curricilar Activities 59 House Vice Captain 5839  Cdt Yogesh
UPSC-NDA 6.42 Dorm Incharge I 5770 Cdt Ayush  Patel
Grand Total SI No. 132.42 DormIncharge II 5917 Cdt AkhilPratap

House Master
Mr Arun VR

Asst House Master   
Ms  Ankur Chaudhary

Tutor  
Dr Mahesh Bora

Hotel Superintendent
Mr Jagdish

HOUSE  REPORT
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GARUDA  HOUSE

The Great Green ‘Garuda House’ is named after the legendary bird ‘Garuda’, the vehicle mount of the Hindu 
God Vishnu. Garuda is the king of birds and ‘the eagles’, our Cadets are similarly swift and courageous. 
With all the might, Eagles stepped in the new session 2020-21 and actively participated in all the curricular, 
co-curricular, sports and games activities. Cdt. Dhruvraj Jethwa (6150) of class XI bagged First position in IH 
English Debate and Cdt. Abhishek Raj (5905) and Cdt Laljee kumar (5816) of class X stood   Third  in the same.
Cdt Parth Misra ( 5793) got Third position in Hindi Debate.The house got Third Position in Inter House Quiz 
Competition.  Cdt Dhawal cleared UPSC- NDA Exam and cracked SSB to emerge as rank 70 in All India Merit 
List.Cdt Hemal Srimali cleared UPSC NDA Exam and gearing up for SSB interview. The Eagles are gaining 
more confidence to perform well in the future events.

House Master
Mr Sunil Kumar

Asst House Master   
Mr PR Raghesh

Tutor  
Mr Dharmik Jani

Ward boy
Mr. Dharmveer Sinh Jadeja

Activity Point Appointments I Term
Sport Games 37 House Captain 5704 Cdt SahilBodar
Co- Curricilar Activities 49 House Vice Captain 5790 Cdt AswaniKumar
UPSC-NDA 12.42 Dorm Incharge I 5793 Cdt ParthMisra
Grand Total SI No. 118.42 Dorm Incharge II 5909 Cdt Varun Raj

HOUSE  REPORT
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PRATAP  HOUSE

House Master
Mr Ramesh Makwana

Asst House Master   
Mr Venketeshwar

Tutor  
Mr BK Jha

Ward boy
Mr  Jagdish

The Pratap House is named after the great warrior Maharana Pratap under the house motto We fearless 
warriors warriors believe in action and not in words. The warriors are commited to excel in all walks of 
life and always put their best foot forward to achieve the pinnacle  of success. We fearless warrior have 
participated keenly in the competitionsthrough online and also brought laurels to the house. The house  
secured Ist position in Hindi and  English debates.House got 3rd Postion in Hindi Peom recitation.Cadets 
of our house have represented our school in various  online IPSC events.We fearless warriors will always 
continue to overcome  obstacles and will move forward with josh and enthusiasm. 

Activity Point Appointments I Term
Sport Games 34 House Captain 5699 Cdt Radhe Raman
Co- Curricilar Activities 40 House Vice Captain 5851 Cdt  Suryakant
UPSC-NDA 21.79 Dorm Incharge I 5807 Cdt  Abhishek
Grand Total SI No. 113.79 Dorm Incharge II 6205 Cdt  Neel Patel

HOUSE  REPORT
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The meaning of traditional classroom has changed 
over the years, especially with technology permitting 
some, then all domains of the classroom environment.  
From projectors to smart screen and everything in 
between, technology has changed classroom learning 
as we know it.  Any new online learning serves to switch 
up what we expect from environment.  In many of the 
schools or colleges are functioning e-services though 
online methods during COVID-19 pandemic most of the 
schools and colleges are functioning online schooling to 
educate their students.  It has helped students to come 
over from this bad situation which would have led to 
ruin of the particular studies for one year.

What are the advantages of online schooling?
1. In this platform students get a lot of chance to 

interact with the teacher.
2. It offers a lot of financial support because there 

are no additional charges for transportation and 
accommodation.

3. Every student has his or her way of learning that 
works a lot for them.

4. Students can attend class from anywhere with 
internet access.

5. Online course material can be accessed 24X7.
6. Students are exposed to knowledge shared by 

the instructor around the Globe which cannot be 
learned in the books.

7. Students may not have to sit for a long period of 
time.

8. Many parents also feel that earlier their child was 
bullied now they are safe.

(i)  In online schooling, teachers explain theories in the 
form of images, videos etc.

(ii) Online schooling can enroll a much number of 
students where all of them can be educated at their 
own place using their own pace.

What are the dis-advantages of online schooling?
a.  Online schooling requires more time as compared 

to traditional classroom.
b.  Students get a chance to procrastinate.
c.  It requires good time management skills.
d.  Self-motivation is very important in online 

schooling.
e.  Technology issues is the another key challenge for 

the students to overcome from it.
f.  Online classes need an active learner.
g.  Eye problem is the major problem because of the 

screen time.

Will it be the future of education?
It is obvious that everything is having good or bad side.  
Online schooling also has good and bad side, specially 
kids are facing problems in gaining knowledge.  It is 
having advantages but dis-advantages are putting 
them into danger throughout the life.
“You may delay, but time will not”
Procrastination is the worst thing which will lead 
to failure.  In campus schooling, students are being 
motivated by teachers and teacher support is also 
there.  It is good for job worker who want to compete 
any competition.  Whenever they will get time, they 
can manage their studies.
When it comes to future of education, it is obviously 
not.  In classroom they gain confidence and they don’t 
have any stress and they don’t feel anxious.  In online 
schooling they have a lot of pressure of submitting 
assignments.  Hence, it is proved that online schooling 
is damaging the mental condition.
Conclusion: Education is a virtue that stays with the 
individual throughout their life and can be used 
to change the World. Online schooling is good for 
emergency like during the COVID-19 pandemic, but it 
is not the future of education.

Name : Cadet Aman
6131, Tagore House
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¼nks fe=ksa ds chp dksjksuk egkekjh dks ysdj ckrphr½
v’kksd % jeu] D;k ckr gS] brus Hk;Hkhr D;ksa fn[kkbZ ns jgs gks\

v’kksd % D;ksa blesa Mjus okyh D;k ckr gS\ D;k rqe ugha tkurs fd 
blls dSls cpk tk ldrk gS\

jeu % dqN ckrsa rks tkurk gwWa ysfdu fQj Hkh dkQh pht+ksa ls vufHkK 
gwWaA D;k rqe bl ckjs esa esjh dksbZ lgk;rk dj ldrs gks\

v’kksd % gkWa gkWa D;ksa ugha] bruk rks rqe tkurs gks fd gesa ckj&ckj gkFk 
/kksrs jguk pkfg,A vkl&ikl esa LoPNrk dks cuk, j[kuk gSA 
blds vfrfjDr vuko’;d vius eqWag] dku] ukd vkSj vkWa[k 
dks Nwus ls  cpuk pkfg,A ges’kk eqWag ij ekLd yxk, j[kuk 
pkfg, fo’ks"kdj ckgj tkrs le;A

jeu  % gkWa] vkSj gesa nwljksa ls nks ehVj dh nwjh Hkh cuk, j[kuh gSA

dSMsV vkfnR; dqekj 
vuqdzekad&6396

d{kk&NBh 'kkL=h lnu

jeu  % 

v’kksd % vc ge nksuksa feydj ;g ukjk 
yxkrs gSa& 

Que 1. Which is the longest river in Gujarat?
Ans 1.  Narmada
Que 2. Which is the birth place of Mahatma Gandhi?
Ans 2.  Porbandar
Que 3. Which city is also known as the Diamond City of India?
Ans 3.  Surat
Que 4. The UNESCO heritage site "Rani ki Vav" is 

 located in which district?
Ans 4.  Patan

Que 6. Which sea is to west of Gujarat?
Ans 6.  Arabian Sea
Que 7. Which is the State Animal of Gujarat?
Ans 7.  Asiatic Lion
Que 8. When was Gujarat established?
Ans 8. 1st May 1960
Que 9. Which is the official state song of Gujarat?
Ans 9.  "Jai Jai Garavi Gujarat"
Que 10. World’s Tallest Statue – “Statue of Unity” is  

located in which district of Gujarat?
Ans 10. Narmada district

DO
YOU

KNOW 
MY 

GUJARAT

Vinod  Harimkar

jeu  % eq>s dksjksuk dk Hk; lrk jgk gSA gj iy ;gh Mj yxk jgrk 
gS fd dgha ;g chekjh eq>s u gks tk,A

v’kksd % gkWa jeu] ,d ckr vkSj ges’kk ;kn j[kuk pkfg, fd ;fn 
fdlh O;fDr dks [kkWalh&tq[kke gks rks ges’kk :eky dk iz;ksx 
djuk pkfg,A fcuk dke ds ?kj ls ckgj ugha tkuk pkfg,A 
cl gesa bruh lko/kkuh cjruh gksxhA  vPNk jeu] vc 
?kcjkuk ughaA
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Que 5. Who had built the Sun Temple of Modhera?
Ans 5.  King Bhima I

   Librarian

dksjksuk ok;jl ls lacaf/kr 
tkudkjh vkSj blls    
lko/kku dSls jgsA

nwj dj nh gSA vc eSa ruko eqDr gks 
 x;k gwWaA

/kU;okn v’kksd] rqeus esjh lkjh ijs’kkuh 

gj ?kj esa ;gh ukjk gS
dksjksuk dks gjkuk gS
blus dSlk pDdj pyk;k
cM+s cM+ksa dks ?kj esa cSBk;k
vc bldks Hkxkuk gS
fQj ls ?kweus tkuk gS
EkgWaxk nkSj t+ekuk gS
Fkkyh ls lCt+h xk;c gS
fQj ls iuhj] ikiM+ [kkuk gS
dksjksuk dks gjkuk gSA



My dear young friends, 

Life is a journey. The journey of Life is a beautiful one but it is 
not always a bed of roses  er coaster path through the journey 
of their life, without an exception. It’s our attitude, which 
describes and decides how difficult or easy the journey is 
going to be. Everyone has to achieve with their continued 
efforts, despite failure, odds and opposition. Enjoy the 
difficulties with patience but never stop persevering, and 
at last, one would be triumphant. “Infinite patience, Infinite 
purity and Infinite perseverance are the secrets of success 
in a good cause. They can overcome all obstacles and will 
definitely be rewarded at the end” said Swami Vivekananda.

Perseverance and patience are the two faces of the same 
coin. Neither can one exist without the other.  The sense 
of perseverance will open up new opportunities, new 
windows, new possibilities, new ways and new avenues for 
the individuals, every time we encounter a difficulty. 

The life of visionaries and philosophers is the message on 
the truth of this power of perseverance. The steadfastness in 
their approach brought energy to their mission and vision. 
The life of Swami Vivekananda was no different. Despite 

POWER OF PERSEVERANCE

all odds, he went abroad only to bring material wealth and 
men, to work for the down trodden of this country. Under 
those difficult circumstances with no help, no money, no 
support, no ticket to travel, no place to stay, no proper 
winter clothing, no food, no recommendation to speak 
at the parliament of religions, Vivekananda should had 
given up everything and retired himself to a secluded and 
solitaire Yogi’s life. But, his sense of perseverance – Never 
say Die- attitude made him achieve, that he had dreampt 
of. Great things are never done smoothly. The life of Swami 
Vivekananda has been a true message on the power of 
perseverance. His sense of perseverance and patience made 
him pass through all the obstacles with much ease. This 
sense of patience and perseverance makes the life easy and 
the difficult road, a bed of roses. “Every work has got to pass 
through hundreds of difficulties before succeeding. Those 
that persevere will see the light, sooner or later”, said Swami 
Vivekananda.

Our shastras and puranas are huge store houses of values and 
virtues. This beautiful truth of perseverance and patience is 
understood by a story described in the Kurma Purana. One 

"To succeed, you must have tremendous perseverance, 

tremendous will. “I will drink the ocean", says the 

persevering soul; "at my will, mountains will crumble up". 

Have that sort of energy, that sort of will; work hard, and 

you will reach the goal." 

- Swami Vivekananda.
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day, Devarshi Narada, the manasa putra of Lord Brahma 
and a great devotee of Bhagawan Vishnu was passing 
through a forest. He saw a man, who was meditating 
for long and an ant hill had grown around him. The man 
asked Narada, where was he going? Narada replied that 
he was going to heaven. Then the man requested Narada 
to ask God, that “when will he show mercy on this man 
and give him mukti?” – Freedom from the cycle of birth 
and death. Narada agreed and continued his journey.  
There he saw another man, though was troubled by the 
sufferings of life, yet enjoyed his life – dancing, singing 
and smilingly continued with his daily work. Upon seeing 
Narada, the man asked, where was he going? Narada 
replied he was going to heaven. This man too requested 
Narada to ask God that “when will he give mukti to this 
man”. Narada agreed to ask. 

In the course of time, while returning from heaven, 
Narada came again by the same road. The man who 
was meditating with the ant-hill round him, said to 
Narada,” Oh, sir, did you ask God about me? What did he 
say? When will I attain mukti? Please tell me soon, I’m 
so excited” Narada said “oh yes, my dear. God said, you 
would attain mukti in four more births”. The meditating 
man was disgusted. He wept and wailed and said he has 
been praying and meditating so hard but to attain mukti, 
four more births yet? He was not happy with the decision 
of the God. He said, God has been unkind to him. Narada 
also met another man, who faced lots of difficulties in 
life, but accepted everything with a smiling face. The 
man enquired Narada, if he had asked the question to 
God about him. Narada said pointing to a tamarind tree 
nearby “Yes, of course. Do you see this tamarind tree? 
You will be born as many times as the number of leaves 
on the tree and after that you will attain mukti”. The man 
was rejoicing and thanking God that after such a short 
time he is going to have mukti!  Immediately, Akashvani 
– voice from the heaven, was heard “My dear child, you 
will have mukti, just now. This is the reward for your 
perseverance. You were ready to be born again and again. 
Nothing discouraged you”. 

This is the difference in attitude of two men. The first 
man felt that even just four births were too long and 
whereas the second man was smilingly ready for an 
infinite births. Only the patience and perseverance brings 
about the highest result. These are the margins of victory. 
“Always remember, without unflinching perseverance 
and patience, nothing is to be achieved” said Swami 
Vivekananda.  

My dear young friends, all of us have, a lot of dreams about 

To take the first step
To win the first prize
To unlatch a cage
And free a love bird
To learn the first word
To scrap an elbow
To become a good Leader
To dream in slumber deep sleep
 To hide behind a big tree
To nurse a broken heart
To try and climb up in life
To fall in love
In hope of nothing to gain

Cdt Dax Vadodariya
 6335 Class : VII

THERE’S 
ALWAYS A

TIME

st 

our life. Let us persevere and be patient, shall wait for our 
D day. As the eagle waits patiently for hours to catch the 
fish that comes to the surface of water, you too shall wait 
for your day. Life is tough, a great challenge, but endure 
all the difficulties and failures, patiently, like mother 
Earth. The seven years of hardships of training at the 
Sainik School has only made you physically fit, mentally 
wise and morally strong. You are the one; with mettle, the 
world has been looking out for. Don’t be discouraged by 
the present difficulties or failures, continue to persevere!, 
as the difficulties of the world are transitory. The world is 
going to be yours. Wait for your day and have the great 
leap of faith. You are a Balachadian. Don’t forget that you 
are the Leader and were born to create history!  

“Persevere on, my brave lads, we have only just begun. 

Never despond! Never say enough”. 

                                                            – Swami Vivekananda
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73rd ‘Indian Army Day’ was observed in Sainik School Balacha-
di, Jamnagar on 15 Jan 2021 to pay homage to soldiers who have 
sacrificed their lives in the line of duty also this day commemo-
rates General (later Field Marshal) KM Cariappa taking over as 
the first Commander-in-chief of the Indian Army from British 
General Sir Francis Butcher, in 1949.
On this special day, a webinar was conducted by the NCC Coy 
of Sainik School Balachadi, Jamnagar. Various aspects and im-
portance of Indian Army were presented through webinar by 
class XI NCC Cadets of the school under the guidance of T/O  
Piyush Viramgama, ANO, Sainik School Balachadi NCC Coy. On 
this auspicious occasion, Junior Cadets exhibited the posters 
online to pay tribute to brave soldiers. Other Cadets attend-
ed the webinar through video conference.The Chief Guest, Gp 
Capt Ravinder Singh, Principal, Sainik School Balachadi  in his 
address shared that this day one should remind ourselves as a 
true citizen, of the sacrifices of the brave soldiers to safeguard 
our country.

rd
WEBINAR ON
‘INDIAN ARMY DAY’ 
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In early 2020, after a December 2019 outbreak in China, 
the World Health Organization identified SARS-CoV-2 
as a new type of coronavirus. The outbreak quickly 
spread around the world. In India, in late March 2020, 
the country came to a virtual standstill. The COVID-19 
pandemic forced leaders around the world to limit large 
gatherings and shutter schools and businesses. Change 
is everywhere. There are a lot of unknowns as we 
navigate the complexities of the current environment. 
 
We are all in this together. This is a call to examine 
our perspective, simply because we can. It is true that 
COVID-19 has altered our normal daily routines in 
ways that we could have never imagined. Our everyday 
lives upended, our plans and some of our major life 
milestones cancelled or changed, our ability to leave 
home, to enjoy festivities, to eat at restaurants, to play 
outdoors with our friends, and our overall ability to 
socialize in person is no longer a socially acceptable 
practice (at the moment). Because the virus spreads from 
person to person, it’s important to limit your contact 
with other people as much as possible and avoid large 
gatherings. This is when the pandemic started closing 
businesses and schools, the transition was difficult for 
everyone.  Students felt like they lost a healthy portion 
of their connections with their friends, their teachers 
and maybe even their school. More importantly, they 
had to shift the way that they learned at the same time 

that teachers had to shift the way that they taught. 
Google Meet became a way of life.   Bandwidth 
became a truly priceless commodity. And most of us 
now realize that TV news anchors really can get away 
with sweatpants and suit coats, because we learned 
that we only have to worry about what our laptop 
cameras can capture from the waist up as we join 
classes, calls, and meetings from the comfort of our 
couch, bed, or chair.   But here's the thing.....we did it. 
Additionally, as members of the correctional 
community, we are often held to a higher standard of 
social responsibility. Despite our individual roles within 
the community, our families, parents and our peers are 
looking at us to maintain some type of balance and to 
handle this uncertainty with a sense of confidence. This 
is not an easy task on a normal day to day, still we all are 
trying to continue to maintain balance, regain control of 
spiraling thoughts and emotions, and continue to serve 
our communities when we don’t know what is going 
to happen next. We are constantly learning, adapting, 
and growing in our professional roles and we can apply 
these same concepts in managing our thoughts and 
feelings during this pandemic. So we must “DIG deep 
– get deliberate, inspired, and going” (Brene Brown).
This is how we keep going, this is how we move past the 
uncertainty of not knowing what the future holds for us 
or when this pandemic will end, this is how we regain 
and maintain control over our own lives, we preserve 

T/O Ankur Chaudhary
TGT Maths
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and continue to face each challenge and setback head on 
one step at a time, together.

Five Tips to Practice Perseverance:

1. Self-Compassion: We all make mistakes and we all 
experience failures. Instead of dwelling on the mistake or 
becoming angry with yourself, allow yourself permission 
to not be perfect. Instead, look at these failures or 
mistakes as an opportunity to adjust your approach, to 
try again differently, and to practice kindness and self- 
encouragement so that you can better adapt, learn, and 
grow.

2.  Be clear, be specific, be realistic

3. Teamwork: Practicing teamwork by supporting & 
encouraging each other during difficult times.

4. Gratitude: Practice being thankful. Spend 5-10 
minutes every day reflecting on the good aspects of 
your life. Find ways to express what makes you happy, 

continued.  It tests my patience.  Perseverance is 
the key to success in my life.  Failure may come and I 

would make stepping stones to success.  Perseverance 
brings victory. Perseverance will add flavors to my 

goal. Doubts may crop up in our mind.  Obstacles may 
come in our way, failures may cloud us.  Many great 

men in the World rose to prominence by perseverance. 
Nobody cares for a failed person, but everybody sits 

on the tales of a successful person, and I am sure I can 
become a successful person only through Perseverance.

regular practice to develop the quality of perseverance.  
Only a patient person with strong determination can 

achieve his goal by perseverance.  I will  try again and 
again to attain success.  

Cdt  Devanshu Shekhar
 6309 Class : VII

what makes you feel connected.

5. Patience:

Practicing patience allows us to experience the 
journey before we get to the destination.   Patience 
can be described as the art of remaining calm without 
becoming angry, anxious, or worried when faced with 
obstacles, challenges, and setbacks.

The whole world has been facing this novel Coronavirus 
with  humanitarianism and by supporting each 
other in this grueling situation. Staying positive and 
calm in this scenario is the most important aspect 
that a person must follow in these days. We all 
have covered a long journey fighting this battle and 
soon we will go back to our normal daily routines. 
 
As correctly said by Walter Elliot, “Perseverance is not a 
long race; it is many short races one after the other”.
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Perseverance means Aim-Oriented hard work by 
me and for me.  It is a force that helps me to stay 

Perseverance means to continue, continue and continue 
especially in something that is difficult.  It requires 

AIM
 ORIENTED

WORK
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88th AIR FORCE DAY 
88th Air Force Day celebrated in Sainik School 
Balachadi, Jamnagar on 08 Oct 2020. On this 
occasion a ‘Bicycle Rally’ was organized in which 
Officers, staff and family members successfully 
completed a distance of 14 kms.
Later on the day, a webinar on the topic – “Why  
I want to be an Air Force Officer?” was conducted 
in school and was presented by Class XI Cadets 
through video conference. Motivational videos 
on Indian Air Force were also shown. As a part of 
Air Force Day celebration, fighter aircraft model 
making competition was organized for all the 
Cadets in two categories, class VI to VIII and class 
IX to XII. Cadets prepared the models of various 
fighter aircrafts by using materials like clay, cotton, 
mud, cardboard, wires, paper etc. In category of 
class VI to VIII, Cadet Anshu Kumar and Cadet Md 
Sahil secured first and second position respectively 
while third position shared by two Cadets-  Kaushik 
Das and Anjo Palmattam. Whereas in another 
category of class IX to XII, Cadet Neel Patel, Cadet 
Shivam Singh and Cadet Jil Kumar secured first, 
second and third position respectively. While a 
special price was announced for the Cadet Atharva 
Shah of class IX for making an aircraft model from 
Carrot. 
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To commemorate the anniversary of launch of Dan-
di March and in line with the celebration of 75 

Years of India’s Independence, the Sainik School 
Balachadi, Jamnagar celebrated the “Azadi ka Am-

rut Mahotsav” on 12 March 2021 in school campus.
On this occasion, Sainik School Balachadi organized an 

Interactive session on Indian Freedom Movement which 
was well presented by Mr Raghesh PR, HOD Social Science. 

The presentation helped the students to make them aware 
about Indian freedom movement and various incidents occurred in 

past to achieve freedom. Creative writing activity was also conducted 
to give this occasion an apt tribute. A total of 132 cadets from class X and 
XII participated enthusiastically in the event by making posters, greeting 
messages and writing slogans.

“Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav”

TATA CLASS
Training

TEACHERS   
      Training
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Man, the crown of all creations with his great wisdom, 
but an ant, a tiny insect too tiny to be seen is nothing to 
compare it with a man.

They risk to be easily crushed

anytime, but they are able to keep a

positive attitude and move ahead as

they are goal-oriented.

Indeed, they represent an excellent example we can 
relay on to learn & grow personally & professionally. 
We often search for external sources of inspirations 
including great motivational books or seminars but 
the reality is that Nature holds a lot of meaningful 
& inspirational examples. So what do ANTS have in 
specific that make them so unique & inspirational?

Here are key lessons we can learn from 

ANTS:

Perseverance: Ants are tiny but untiring insects. They 
never give up until they accomplish their goals. Have 
you ever tried to stop an ant while trying to reach a 

Mrs Priya Sonagra  
TGT  Maths  

destination? It may shift right or left, climb over or 
under, but an ant will never quit. They will always 
find a new way to handle the present situation. We 
look giants compared to them but we will never have 
their courage and determination. The real strength 
is to keep moving forward despite unhappy situation 
or hardship. we need to develop positive attitude in 
life.

Proactive: Ants are very well known for their pro-
activeness regarding the food they gather during 
the whole summer with inherent commitments. 
The first warm day, they are out to prepare for winter 
storage. For this, they don’t need supervisors, coaches 
or managers to accomplish their goals simply 
because they are self-motivated. Still why many of 
us need guidance & supervision to handle our own 
tasks? Isn’t it our responsibility to accomplish our 
tasks with or without the presence of our supervisor.

Team players: Ants are social insects. They are 
excellent in living in large colonies or groups. Despite 
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being numerous, everything is 
well structured around them. They 
don’t have ears, but they can “hear” 
through vibrations in the ground 
and fit easily within the team. 
Ants function in respect to their 
own community. The way they 
handle their relationships with 
others reflect a lot of organization, 
interpersonal skills and respect 
to each one’s role. We must 
accept changes of roles within 
an organization & adapt to keep 
moving smoothly without biases & 
complaints.

So we keep in mind-

Coming together is a beginning 
keeping together is a progress & 

Who says that things cannot be done?
Nothing's impossible on this earth;

All of the things are possible under the sun;
But perseverance should be there friend!

Perseverance helps in building patience
The one who gives up with ease is fool!

The wise person labors with determination
Yet, one must choose the things that one can do,

And go full steam ahead, till comes success.
Perseverance is the secret of success;

By continual toil, failures can be avoided
Great things are done by burning mid-night's oil!

    Class : VI

 PERSEVERANCE FOR 
                     SUCCESSFUL LIFE

working together Leads to success.

Daily habits:

 Motivation is what gets you started 

and   Habit is what keep you going.

-Jim Rohn

Many great leaders realized after 
many years of experience & struggle 
that.

It’s not a big step that accelerate 
success but rather the Daily 
Habits Installed that can generate 
inner satisfaction & high level of 
achievements.

We can observe this methodology 
in the daily habits of ants for their 
storage of food.

Amazing sense of discipline: The 
sense of discipline among the 
ants is really amazing. Without 
any mistake they march one after 
another in a line. How pleasant is 
their marching sight !

While discipline in military is 
rewarded as it is a sign of respect 
& duty. It not only affects their own 
performance but also the team as a 
whole.

Nothing has been created by 
chance or exists by coincidence but 
it does for a specific reason as the 
ant’s philosophy can be viewed as 
motivation, self-improvement & 
success.

     

TESTS AT EVERY WALK OF LIFE

   Cdt Shlok Maheta, 6383
           Class : VI        

Life tests us everywhere at every walk of life.  COVID-19 pandemic has led 
to a dramatic loss of human life Worldwide and presents an unprecedented 
challenge to public health, food system and the World of work.  The economic 
and social disruption caused by the pandemic is devastating millions of people 
fell into extreme poverty.  What has been keeping us striving is the spirit called 
Perseverance.  What made us to stay safer and healthier, what made us to get 
cured at home when no vaccine was there.  It all was our Perseverance.     
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“The toiler harvests best of fruits in life.”

SSB
Typewritten text
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Nishant Kumar Rahi
Roll No. 11128413
Position I - 95.2%

Boda Meetkumar 
Mansukhbhai 

Roll No.11622888
Position I  -  95.4%

Sudhanshu Kumar 
Roll No. 11622894
Position II - 91.8%

Anand Mukundray Parmar 
Roll No. 11622884
Position III- 90.2%

Vedant Pravinbhai Kotadiya 
Roll No. 1128389

Position II -  94.6%

Abhishek Gupta 
Roll No. 1128431

Position III - 93.8%

I only regret that I have only one life to give for my country.  It 
had always been my dream to become an Army officer in the 
military.  I know it is not easy to become an Army officer, but 
serving the nation and its people is my dream.  I have read in 
many books and seen in many movies and I understand that 
it is very tough to become one, but serving and protecting the 
people of my country.

I neither want wealth nor fame, nor name, nor power.  My 
only ambition is to serve my motherland honestly, sincerely 
and lovingly. I am still trying and learning to become a leader.  
For me the most important quality a leader should have is 
the characteristic set himself an example or to whom people 
remember for his good deeds.

First there is respect just because you have the rank and 
status of an officer doesn’t mean that all below you in your 
Command are going to respect you.  The Army officer’s life 
is full of adventure, risk, discipline and toughness still my 
passion is only for an Army officer.

Name : Cadet Yathrath
 6385 Nehru House

          Myself as an 
ARMY OFFICER
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‘Kargil Vijay Diwas’ Observed In Sainik School 
Balachadi, Jamnagar 

Plantation
Perseverance Edition-202139

Sainik School Balachadi, Jamnagar observed ‘Kargil Vijay Di-
was’ in school campus on 26 July 2020, on the 21st anniver-
sary of the victory of the Indian Armed Forces in Operation 
Vijay against the infiltrating Pakistani troop. 
On this occasion, Gp Capt Ravinder Singh, Principal of the 
school laid wreath on Shaurya Stambh - the war memorial 
of martyrs. In the beginning Cadet Shaurya Ray and Cadet 
Parth Mishra gave a short introduction on Kargil Vijay Diwas 
celebration through video conferencing. 
The event was telecasted live to all other Cadets of the school 
who are not present in the school due to Covid-19 pandem-
ic and later Principal addressed the Cadets through online 
mode. 
During his address, Principal said that the best way of pay-
ing tribute to the valiant soldiers who laid their lives fighting 
against the Nations enemy is by adopting soldierly attitude 
which comprises of self-discipline and passion. He further 
explained the origin of the word soldier and his duties and 
opined that the soldiers are the true representatives of a 
Democratic India. He also highlighted the significance of 
Kargil Vijay Diwas.

‘KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS’



WEBINARS 
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Cadets

ONLINE 
Examination
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Perseverance may be defined as the commitment 
and resilience necessary to achieve a desired result 
in the face of challenges or setbacks. Perseverance is 
“finishing what one has started, keeping on despite 
obstacles, taking care of business, achieving closure, 
staying on task, getting it off one’s desk and out the 
door”. Perseverance is associated closely with grit, 
which is “the perseverance and passion for long-term 
goals.”
Perseverant individuals typically feel capable of 
achievement and responsible for the outcomes of their 
efforts over time.
This is how you can Persevere :
Clarify your goal - Base it on your purpose, needs, and 
abilities. Know why you want this goal and how you and 
others will benefit.
Intend to achieve your goal  -Outline your goal, 
strategies, and timeline. Know resources that can help 
you attain it. Break the goal into small steps, working 
backward form your desired outcome and attainment 
date.
Maintain optimism - Expect good things. Keep a daily 
diary of good experiences.

Mrs. Lajwanti Yadav
TGT English

“Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day out.” - Robert Collier

Live in the present - Don’t dwell on the past or worry 
about what might happen. Let go of attachments. 
The more attached you are to something, the greater 
the fear of losing it.
Acknowledge your accomplishments - Judge these 
against personal standards of self- improvement. 
Have the courage of your convictions. Don’t change 
for others or compare yourself with them.
Try new experiences - Experiment with new ways 
of improving a product or service at work or other 
activities. Investigate how successful individuals or 
teams have achieved similar goals.
Care for you mind, body, emotions, and spirit 
-Schedule quiet times to think and reassess. Practice 
stress relievers such as deep breathing and exercise. 
Get sufficient sleep, eat healthy, and take time for 
fun and friends.
Experience yourself living your goal today - Hold 
your desired outcome firmly in your mind. Each 
morning upon rising, review your goal. Repeat the 
process at night.
Persist - Focus on goals daily. At regular intervals, 
ask yourself whether your activities are moving you 
forward.
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Now let’s take an example:-Lakshya’s first try at 
establishing Garments store failed. After re-evaluating 
his experience, he opened a new store. He is now the 
proud owner of four successful retail garments stores. 
Lakshya didn’t fail in his first attempt. Failure occurs 
when we quit or stop trying. Lakshya has perseverance. 
He kept improving his products and services.
 “Perseverance is failing 19 times and succeeding the 

20th time.”  -   Julie Andrews

Perseverance is the key to success. After thousands of 
efforts to make the electric light bulb, Thomas Edison 
said, “I haven’t failed, I’ve identified 10,000 ways that 
it doesn’t work.” Helen Keller, Abraham Lincoln, Marie 
Curie and an endless list of other great achievers 
found that success inevitably arrives for everyone 
who perseveres. Ultimately, individuals who persist, 
become successful. They learn from mistakes.
Sometimes we may ponder how to know that we have 
a certain level of Perseverance? Ask this question to 
yourself:
Do you persevere? Or, after meeting rejection or 
difficulties, do you quit?
If you are in the habit to quit the situation or avoid 
facing difficulties then you really need to work on 
developing Perseverance.

dSMsV vuqjkx ik.Ms;
d{kk nloha ^c* vuqdzekad&6202

f’kokth lnu

Here you can test your Perseverance Quotient.
Give yourself one for each “yes” to the following:
1.  I believe in myself.
2.  I have clear career goals.
 3.  I address my limitations.
4.  I bounce back from disappointments.
5.  I persist.
6.  My family and friends support me in my pursuit 

of goals.
 7.  I can adapt to change.
8.  I focus and complete projects.
9.  My goals are consistent with my purpose and 

values.
10. I can take unpopular stands when I believe I’m 

right.

The more you get Yes  as the answer for the 
above statements, you have a certain amount of 
Perseverance to survive in challenging situations.
So if we move forward with a positive attitude, work 
hard and keep going the successes will come. Slow 
start can be challenging, but with perseverance it 
can be a tremendous blessing.
“Perseverance is not a long race; it is many short 

races one after the other.” -Walter Elliot

^n`<+rk* ’kCn dk vFkZ gS ri] gB vkSj vVyrkA ;fn n`<+rk 'kCn dks xgjkbZ ls ns[kk tk, 
rks gesa uUgha phaVh dh dgkuh ;kn vkrh gS tks gesa n’kkZrh gS fd gesa vius thou esa 
lQyrk dh lhf<+;ksa ij p<+rs jguk pkfg,A vktdy ds bl izfrLi/kkZ ds ;qx esa gj 
balku gkj eku tkrk gS]A bldk lcls cM+k mnkgj.k gS gekjs ns’k ds csjkst+xkj O;fDrA 
dk;Z ds gj {ks= esa izfr}af}rk c<+rh gh tk jgh gS vkSj blh dkj.k ns’k ds i<+s fy[ks 
yksx Hkh csjkst+xkjksa dh Js.kh esa vkrs tk jgs gSaA gkykaWfd mUgsa gkj u eku dj vius {ks= 
esa vkxs jgdj viuk y{; izkIr djuk pkfg, vkSj ;gh muds fy, n`<+rk dk dk;Z gS] 
[kkldj gekjs ns’k ds fy, n`<+rk ,d ve`r inkFkZ jgk gS ftlds dkj.k gh ge vius 
ns’k ds LokfHkeku vkSj xoZ ds fy, yM+rs jgs gSaA vHkh gky gh esa lcls pfpZr yksxksa 
esa ls ,d ,yu jho eLd us Hkh viuh lQyrk dk dkj.k n`<+rk dks crk;k gSa mUgksaus 
dgk fd euq"; dks rc rd gkj ugha ekuuk pkfg, tc rd og gkj ekuus ds dkfcy 
u cusA gekjs thou ds dbZ y{; gSa vkSj gj ,d dks ikus ds fy, lcls egRRoiw.kZ 
gS mlds fy, n`<+ fu’p;h gksukA
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^^lQyrk dh [kqf’k;kWa eukuk Bhd gS yssfdu] vlQyrkvksa ls lh[kuk vkSj n`<+ gksuk 
vf/kd vko’;d gSA**

^ckj&ckj  vlQy  gksus  ij  Hkh  mRlkgu  [kksuk    
gh lQyrk gSA*

 lQyrk dk
 jgL;



nd
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Sainik School Balachadi, Jamnagar celebrated the 72nd 
Republic Day through online mode. On this auspicious 
occasion, the Chief Guest Gp Capt Ravinder Singh, 
Principal, Sainik School Balachadi laid the wreath on 
Shourya Stambh – the war memorial of martyrs and un-
furled the Indian Tricolour followed by the National An-
them. Documentary on Republic Day was showcased on 
this occasion.
Cadet Krish Ninama of class IX and Cdt Hrushabh Vaza 
of class X expressed the importance and greatness of Re-
public Day through video conference in Hindi and Eng-
lish respectively followed by Patriotic songs sung by Ca-
dets and staff. School Cadet Captain Amit Raushan and 
Cadet Devang Bhargav reflected on their seven years in 
the school in the Passing-out Course Memoir.  Anchoring 
of the complete event was done by Cadet Devanshu Ya-
dav and Cadet Chris Francis of class IX. The event culmi-
nated with the school song presented the Cadets.

REPUBLIC DAY 
CELEBRATIONs 



There is not denying the fact that Education, Hard work and Smart 
work are the ingredients in success.  If hard work gives encouragement 
to our journey to success, education gives us the direction to the 
destination of success and smart work marks us unique.

Education transforms an animal into a real human being. Education is 
the spark that ignites the faculties of mind, body and intellect which 
further develop into skills and knowledge.  Knowledge gives us power 
to do more and more. Without education these faculties would remain 
mere seeds of possibilities. With Education every hard work can be 
Smart work. I have all these qualities and continue to attain more. 
Smart work makes us different from the crowd. So Education, Hard 
Work and Smart work are the keys to Success. 

Cdt  Rushit Tholiya
 6080 Class : IX

EDUCATION, 
HARD WORK AND 

SMART WORK
KEYS TO  SUCCESS

dSMsV vkfnR; dqekj
vuqdzekad&6405

d{kk&NBh
’kkL=h lnu

lwjt dk
lans’k

lwjt] pkWan] ty] isM+ ;s lHkh izd`fr dk lans’k gSA vFkok 
buls gesa thou essa cgqr&lh ckrsa lh[kus dks feyrh gSaaA 
lwjt vkSj isM+&ikS/ks gesa ÅtkZ iznku djrs gSaA pkWan gesa 
'khryrk nsrk gSA unh] rkykc] >jus rFkk cknyksa ls gesa 
cgqewY; ty feyrk gSA

lw;Z isM+&ikS/kksa ds Hkkstu cukus esa lgk;d gksrk gS ftlls gesa 
vkWDlhtu dh izkfIr gksrh gSA blds vfrfjDr izR;{k rkSj ij 
lw;Z gesa xehZ iznku djrk gS rFkk foVkfeu ^Mh* Hkh nsrk gSA

izd`fr dk lans’k gS lwjt] PkkWan] ty] isM+ ;s lHkh izd`fr 
dk gh lans’k gSA vFkok buls gesa thou esa cgqr&lh ckras 
lh[kus dks feyrh gSaA

A man walks into a shop and sees a cute little dog,
He asks the shopkeeper, “Does your dog bites?”

The shopkeeper says, “My dog does not bite?”
The man tries to pet the dog and the dog bites him.

“Ouch, he says, “I thought you said your dog does not bite.”
The shopkeeper replies, “That’s not my dog.”

Murder of English
Both of you stand together separately.

Give me a blue pen of my colour.
Pick up the wrapper and fall in the dust bin.

All of you stand in straight circle.

 Cdt Dhruvraj Sinh
6221, Class VII

Don’t 
     laugh

Alone
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Saraswathypooja Holi Celebration

Rashtriya Ekata Divas

LBA Meeting
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INDEPENDENCE DAY

Sainik School Balachadi, Jamnagar celebrat-
ed 74th Independence Day in its school cam-
pus. Gp Capt Ravinder Singh, Principal of the 
school was the Chief Guest on this occasion, 
laid wreath on the Shourya Stambh, the war 
memorial of martyrs and hoisted Tricolor. The 
event was conducted in online mode and all 
proceedings were broadcasted to the 
students of school. Cadet Abhishek Ku-
mar and Cadet Avadh Vasoya delivered 
speeches in Hindi and English respec-
tively while Cadet Yogendra Kumar, Ca-
det Chris Francis and Cadet Anurag Pan-
dey recited Hindi poems on Patriotism 
through video conferencing.  The staff 
members also presented a patriotic song 
– ‘Ae watan watan mere abaad rahe tu’ to give 
the occasion an apt tribute.
On this occasion, five staff members of the 
school- Mr DC Pujara, Accountant, Mr Dharmik 
Jani, TGT Science, Mr Vinod Harimkar, Librari-
an, Mr DV Sharma, Nursing Assistant and Mr 
Sunil Tamta, Baker were honoured with GOC’s 
Commendation Award whereas General 
employees Mr Aseem Usman, Mr Prithvi 
Vaghela, Mr Umar and Mr Gani Noor Mo-
hammad were awarded cash prize by the 
Chief Guest for their selfless service in 
school. Cadets and their family members 
also witnessed the function from their 
home town through online mode while 
officers and staff witnessed the function 
in school by maintaining proper social distance

Celebrations
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lqizHkkr] 

eSa THIRD OFFICER, LALIT YADAV (Associate NCC Officer,  SAINIK  SCHOOL 
BALACHADI NCC COMPANY) dk izfrfuf/kRo djrs gq, vki lHkh ds 
le{k ^vkRefuHkZj Hkkjr vfHk;ku* ds lanHkZ esa vius fopkj izdV djus 
gsrq mifLFkr gqvk gwWaA

Hkkjr dk vkfFkZd bfrgkl fla/kq ?kkVh lH;rk ls izkjaHk gksrk gS ftldh 
vFkZO;oLFkk d`f"k o O;kikj ij vk/kkfjr FkhA foxr lfn;ksa dk bfrgkl ;g 
crkrk gS fd gekjs Hkkjro"kZ ds ewy LoHkko esa vkSj ,d rjg ls gekjs DNA 
esa m|e’khyrk] vkRefuHkZjrk fo|eku Fkh ftlds QyLo:i gekjk ns’k o"kksZa 
rd ^lksus dh fpfM+;k* dgyk;kA ^Lons’kh viukvks] vkRefuHkZjrk ikvks* dk 
ukjk iz/kkuea=h th us ;wWa gh ugha fn;kA dbZ ckj eu esa iz’u mBrk gS tc 
tkikuh] vesfjdh] phuh] Qzsap vkfn lHkh ns’kksa ds fuoklh Lons’kh oLrqvksa dks 
dke esa ysus esa xoZ izrhr djrs gSa rks ge Hkkjroklh D;ksa ughaA

,d dSMsV us dy vR;ar jkspd iz’u iwNk fd nhikoyh gekjk R;ksgkj gS ij 
lLrs ds pDdj esa vU; ns’k dh oLrq,Wa [kjhn ds 5000 djksM+ #i, dk 
equkQ+k ge mUgsa ns nsrs gSa rks vly esa nhikoyh geus eukbZ ;k mUgksaus\ 
edj ladzkafr gekjh] 700 djksM+ #i, dk equkQ+k nwljs ns’k dk] j{kkca/ku 
gekjk] 200 djksM+ #i, dk equkQ+k nwljs ns’k dkA

,slk D;ksa\ geesa D;k deh gS\ dksbZ deh ugha] cl LkLrs dk ykyp NksM+ 
dj Lons’kh viukus dh t+:jr gSA

rks dSMsV~l vko’;drk gS vkRefuHkZj cuus dh vkSj bldh ‘’kq:vkr vkidks 
djuh gSA lLrs eksckby ds ykyp esa ge vius ns’k dh mRre DokfyVh 
ds eksckby ugha [kjhnrs] ifj.kker% bu fons’kh lLrs eksckby esa <sjksa ,sls 
,sIl gksrs gSa tks u dsoy gekjh futrk cfYd ns’k dh lqj{kk dks Hkh gkfu 
igqWapkrs gSaA

vkRefuHkZjrk dh egRrk tkudj gh nknkHkkbZ ukSjksth us ̂ Mªsu vkWQ osYFk F;ksjh* 
}kjk iwjs ns’k dks crk;k Fkk fd fdl rjg fczfV’k ljdkj gekjs lalk/kuksa 
dks [kkyh dj jgh gSA cky xaxk/kj fryd us Lons’kh 
viukus ds ykHk ns’kokfl;ksa dks crk,A vU; 
Lora=rk lsukfu;ksa us Hkh fons’kh oLrqvksa 
ds miHkksx dh gkfu;kWa crk dj mudk 
cfg"dkj fd;kA

Lora=rk izkfIr i'pkr~ loZizFke 
vkRefuHkZjrk dk ikB yky cgknqj 
'kkL=h th us gesa i<+k;k tc ns’k ds 
ukxfjdksa dk isV Hkjus ds fy, Hkkjr 
dks xsgWaw dk vk;kr vU; ns’kksa ls djuk 
iM+rk Fkk tks u rks le; ij feyrk Fkk] 
fuEu Lrj dk gksrk Fkk rFkk ÅWaps nkeksa ij feyrk 
FkkA 'kkL=h th ds LokfHkekuh] vkRefuHkZj o ifjJeh cuus 
ds vkg~oku ls gh gekjk ns’k xsgwWa dk vk;krd ls fu;kZrd jk"Vª 
cu x;kA ;gh vy[k ,d ckj fQj ls vknj.kh; iz/kkuea=h th 
us 12 ebZ 2000 dks iwjs ns’kokfl;ksa esa txkbZA vius ^vkRefuHkZj 
Hkkjr vfHk;ku* }kjk ftldk izeq[k y{; gS gekjk jk"Vª lewph oLrqvksa 

ds fuekZ.k esa vkRefuHkZj cusa rkfd fodkl dh xaxk xkWaoksa rd igqWapdj fu/kZu 
dks lcy] Lokoyach] fodflr cuk ldsA dksfoM egkekjh ds bl dfBu le; 
esa fujk’k gksdj cSBus ds ctk; tks’k] mYYkkl ls lewph oLrqvksa ds fofuekZ.k esa 
tqV tk,A blds fy, iz/kkuea=h th us 20 gt+kj djksM+ dk iSdst Hkh ?kksf"kr 
fd;kA ftlds ldkjkRed ifj.kke Hkh vc /khjs&/khjs lkeus vkus yxs gSaA 

vkidks Lej.k gksxk fd dksjksuk ds izkjafHkd dky esa vesfjdk tSls vfr 
fodflr jk"Vª djs jsaMesfMlu uked vfr vko’;d ?kVd vkS"kf/k dh Ik;kZIr 
ek=k esa vkiwfrZ djds iz/kkuea=h eksnh th us lewps fo’o esa fe=rk o 
vkRefuHkZjrk dk yksgk euok fy;kA ;gh ugha ek= 300 #i, esa PPE kits 
cukdj iwjs fo’o dks pkSadk fn;kA

jpukRedrk] m|e’khyrk ds iqjks/kk gekjs iz/kkuea=h th o ljdkj }kjk 
^vkRefuHkZj ifj;kstuk* ds rgr fd, x, iz;klksa dh otg ls gh uohu 
jksTk+xkj dk l`tu gks jgk gS vkSj vFkZO;oLFkk iVjh ij ykSV jgh gSA

iz/kkuea=h th us HkkWai fy;k Fkk fd Hkkjr esa dksfoM dky dh orZeku 
pqukSfr;ksa ds e/; m|fe;ksa ds fy, vusdksa volj fi|eku gSA fQj pkgs og 
ekLd cukuk] osafVysVlZ] lsfuVkbt+lZ] ihihbZ fdV~l bR;kfn dk mRiknu gksA 
VsfyesfMlu] lkW¶Vos;j fuekZ.k vusdksa {kss=ksa esa ns’k ds m|fe;ksa ds fy, vkink 
esa volj dk le; gSA

vkRefuHkZjrk ds n`<+ ladYi dh cnkSyr gh VkVk] ctkt] xksnjst] iratfy] 
chdkth bR;kfn lSdM+ksa m|fe;ksa us dbZ fons’kh daifu;ksa dks ckgj dk jkLrk 
fn[kk fn;kA

,slk ugha gS fd ljdkj m|ksxifr gh iz;kl djrs jgsA gekjk Hkh uSfrd drZO; 
curk gS fd ge Hkh viuh fopkj/kkjk] ewY;ksa] n`f"Vdks.k esa ifjorZu yk, vkSj 
czk.MsM izkWMsDV~l dk eksg NksM+ dj Lons’kh dks viuk,A cgqr nwj dh ckr ugha gS 
1991 esa mnkjhdj.k] oS’ohdj.k dh vkM+ esa "kM+;a= iwoZd cgqjk"Vªh; fons’kh 
daifu;ksa us Hkkjr esa viuk tky QSykdj lewps ns’kokfl;ksa dh [kku&iku] 
os’kHkw"kk] miHkksx lkexzh vkfn esa vkewypwy ifjorZu dj fn;kA

iwoZ esa tgkWa ge vius miHkksx ds fy, rFkk vfrfFk lRdkj ds 
fy, pk;] f’kdath] 'kjcr] dkWQh] yLlh] BaMkbZ vkfn 

x`g fufeZr lkexzh ls lRdkj djrs FksA ij 
1991 ds Ik’pkr~ fons’k daifu;ksa }kjk 
fufeZr isIlh] dksdk dksyk] fiTt+k] 
cxZj] Qsazp QzkbZ] dqjdqjs vkfn us bldk 
LFkku ys fy;kA bl vizR;kf’kr ifjorZu 
us ns’kokfl;ksa ds LokLF; dks Hkkjh {kfr 
igqWapkbZ vkSj gekjh QwM baMLVªh dks u"V 
dj fn;kA blds vfrfjDr oL=ks|ksx] vkWVks 
eksckby baMLVªh dkWLEkSfVd vkfn dk O;kikj 
Hkh cqjh rjg izHkkfor gqvkA ijarq D;k 
lewpk nks"k mUgha dk gSA ugha! ge viuh 
izkphu tM+ksa ls dV x, tks fd mudk 
"kM+;a= ;k O;kikj vkf/kIkR; ds fy,A 

vkRefuHkZj Hkkjr
(NCC ds r`rh; vf/kdkjh yfyr ;kno us lkSjk"Vª Lrj ds osfcukj esa izdV fd, Fks)

^^vks<+s gq, gSa fons’kh ifj/kkuksa dks D;k lpeqp ekufld vkt+knh ikbZ gS]

fuHkkvks Hkkjrh; laLdkj] djds Lons’kh dk izpkj] le>ks rc vkt+knh ikbZ gS]

dj ikvks ;fn Lons’kh uokpkj] rc le>ks lkFkZd f’k{kk ikbZ gS]

dqVhj mn~;ksxksa dk fodkl fdlkuksa] Jfedksa ds thou esa [kqf’k;kWa yk,

rc le>ks mUufr dh Mxj ikbZ gSA**

Jh yfyr ;kno
Lukrd f’k{kd
Lkkekftd foKku
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eq>s xqtjkr ds lkFk&lkFk lewps ns’k ds fofo/k O;atuksa ij xoZ gksrk gSA 
if’pe ns’kksa ds vkgkj] O;atuksa esa oks ikSf"Vdrk] eeRo] Lokn dgkWa gS 
tks Hkkjr dh ekrkvksa] cguksa ds gkFk esa gSA viuh ikd dyk dks os 
vxyh ih<+h dks gLrkafjr djrh vkbZ gS tks QkLV QwM dYpj ls ckf/kr 
gqvk gSA

blh HkkWafr iwoZ esa tgkWa vius ikjaifjd os’kHkw"kk /kkj.k djus esa xoZ izrhr 
djrs FksA lwrh] [kknh gh igurs Fks]

ogha ;qok oxZ fons’kh daifu;ksa }kjk fufeZr ifj/kkuksa] fjIM thUl igu 
ds Lo;a dks vk/kqfud le>rs fQjrs gSa vkSj Hkwy tkrs gSa fd blls 
tkus vutkus esa mUgksaus fdrus dikl] TkwV vkfn mxkus okys fdlkuksa] 
cqudjksa] Jfedksa dks csjkst+xkj dj fn;kA blfy, gkV] ckt+kj] nqdkuksa 
dh txg ekWy us yh gSA egku 'kkL=h; laxhrKksa] ?kjkuksa dh txg 
if’peh /kquksa] jSi flaxj us ys yh gSA 

izfrfnu <kbZ gt+kj fdlku [ksrh NksM+ jgs gSa rks lksfp, cjlksa ls d`f"k 
iz/kku jgk Hkkjr vius bu 80&90 djksM+ csjkst+xkj gksrs tk jgs 
fdlkuksa] et+nwjksa] O;kikfj;ksa dk isV dSls vkSj dkSu ikysxk\ dSls buds 
cPps vkids cPps dh rjg i<+ ik,Waxs\ bu lHkh nqnZ’kk dk ft+Eesnkj 
dkSu gksxk\

o"kksZa ls ljdkjksa dks xfy;krs jgs ij bl ckj ughaA D;ksafd bl ljdkj 
us ^vkRefUkHkZj Hkkjr vfHk;ku* }kjk ns’k dh vkfFkZd lwjr cnyus dh 
iqjt+ksj dksf’k’k dh gSA t+:jr gS rks vki yksxksa ds lkFk dhA le; 
vk x;k gS czk.M eksg NksM+ dj] can gks xbZ yk[kksa ns’kh QSfDVª;ksa dks 
iquthZou iznku djus esa viuk ;ksxnku nsdj viuh ns’kHkfDr dk 
ifjp; nsaA iz/kkuea=h th dh bl eqfge dks lQy cuk,Wa u dsoy Lo;a 
vfirq vius fe=ksa] ifjfprksa] fj’rsnkjksa] iM+ksfl;ksa vkfn lks’ky ehfM;k 
ds ek/;e ls tkx:d cuk,WaA mUgsa blds ykHk o u viukus ij ns’k 
dks gksus okyh gkfu;kWa crk,WaA

^;kn jgs ns’k gS rks ge gSA*

Lons’kh varfj{k ,tsalh vius lkFk&lkFk vU; ns’kksa ds mixzgksa dks varfj{k 
esa NksM+ ds [kjcks #i;ksa dh fons’kh eqnzk dek dj vkRefuHkZrk ds 
lkFk&lkFk iwjs fo’o esa ns’k dk ijpe ygjk jgh gSA DRDO, HAL vkfn 
ns’kh daifu;kWa ns’k esa gh vk;q/kksa] vL=ksa] 'kL=ksa] rstl foeku] vtqZu 
VSad vkfn dk fuekZ.k djds ns’k ds vjcksa #i, cpk jgh gSA fons’kksa dh 
Hkksxoknh laLd`fr dh vis{kk Hkkjr dh ^;ksx* laLd`fr vf/kd Js;Ldj gS 
blfy, nwjn’khZ iz/kkuea=h th us ;ksx dks iwjs fo’o esa izpfyr djds 
^fo’o ;ksx fnol* eukus ij foo’k dj fn;kA

mijksDr of.kZr lHkh ln~Ikz;klksa ds ihNs mudk ns’kizse fNik Fkk vkSj 
,d ihM+k fd D;ksa vkSj dSls yxHkx gekjs lkFk gh Lora= gqvk ,d 
jk"Vª egk’kfDr’kkyh o vfr fodflr cu x;k vkSj o"kksZa ls mUufr 
dh jkg <Waw<+us esa gh la?k"kZjr jg ik, gSaA volj dks HkkWai ds fo’o ds 
loZJs"B iz/kkuea=h th us lewps ns’kokfl;ksa esa vkRefuHkZjrk dh vy[k 
txkbZ og Hkh dksfoM ds bl dfBu le; esa] lHkh ns’kksa dh lqLr iM+h 
vFkZO;oLFkkvksa dks iNkM+ ds Hkkjr dks fodflr] 'kfDr’kkyh] vkRefuHkZj 
o loZJs"B jk"Vª cukus dk LoIu lkFkZd djus gsrqA

var esa viuh ok.kh dks fojke nsu ls iwoZ eSA DG NCC gsMDokVZlZ 
xqtjkr NCC funs’kky;] tkeuxj xzqi gsMDokVZlZ] vks-lh- lSfud Ldwy 
ckykpM+h NCC daiuh vkfn dks /kU;okn nsuk pkgwaWxk ftUgksaus vkRefuHkZj 
Hkkjr ds rgr djkbZ tk jgh vuojr xfrfof/k;ksa dh Ük`a[kyk esa ls 
,d bl osfcukj ds ek/;e ls vki NCC  cadets dks tkx:d djus 
dk volj iznku fd;kA

t;fganA t; NCCA

પ્રકૃતિની સાથ ેખેલ કરિા
તનર્દય માણસને જોયો હિો,
ને પછી એજ માણસને
આજે ઓક્સજન માટે
ઠેર-ઠેર ભટકિા જોયો છે.

સકૂા લાકડા નથી કઈ કામના,
એવુ ંકહિેા માણસને આજે
લીલે લાકડે બળિા જોયો છે.

કોઈના બાપથી નથી બીિો
એવુ ંબોલિા માણસને આજે
ઘર બહાર તનકળિા પણ 
બીિા જોયો છે.

રસિા સમુસામ ને
સમશાને ટ્ાફિક જામ છે
ઘરમા ંચાર-પાચં ગાડી વાળેને પણ
એમ્બ્લુનસની રાહ જોિા જોયો છે.
જનમની વધામણીના પૈસા લિેા
માણસને િો ઘણી વાર જોયો હિો,
પણ અંતિમ તવધી માટે પણ
પૈસા લેિા માણસને 
આજે પહલેી વાર જોયો છે. 

પહલેીવાર
 જોયો છે

કેડેટ તપ્રયાશં ુકણસાગરા
(૬૩૬૮) ૭-અ, શાસ્તી સરન
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ns'k esa yksd dykvksa dh [kq’kcw vkt Hkh viuh izkphu ijaijkvksa ls 
le`) gSA izR;sd {ks= dh viuh ,d fof’k"V laLd`fr ,oa ijaijkxr 
igpku gS tks ogkWa izpfyr dykvksa esa Li"Vr% n`f"Vxkspj gksrh gSA blls 
mudh le`)’kkyh fojklr dk vankt+k yxk;k tk ldrk gSA Hkkjr ds 
ân; LFky ij fLFkr NRrhlx<+ tks Hkxoku Jhjke dh deZHkwfe jgh 
gS] izkphu dyk] lH;rk] laLd`fr] bfrgkl vkSj iqjkRkRo dh n`f"V ls 
vR;ar laiw.kZ jgk gSA NRrhlx<+ jkT; dk fuekZ.k e/; izns’k ds mu 
lksyg ft+yksa dks feykdj fd;k x;k tks Hkk"kkbZ ck/kk ds vk/kkj ij 
ij et+cwrh ls tqM+s FksA ;g jkT; ubZ lgL=kCnh esa 1 uoacj 2000 
dks vfLrRo esa vk;kA e/; izns’k ds vykok NRrhlx<+ ds vU; iM+kslh 
jkT; gSa mRrj izns’k] >kj[kaM] vksfM’kk] rsyaxkuk vkSj vka/kz izns’kA 
NRrhlx<+ dk dqy {ks=Qy yxHkx 135]191 fdyks ehVj gSA jkT; 
dk ou{ks= 44 izfr’kr gS tks ;gkWa dh fofHkUu VksiksxzkQh dks n’kkZrk 
gSA NRrhlx<+ esa Hkkjr ds dqy ou {ks= dk yxHkx 12 izfr’kr gS] 
ftlls bldh fo’kky tSo fofo/krk dk irk pyrk gS vkSj ;g bekjrh 
ydM+h vkSj fofHkUu oU; iztkfr;kssa ls le`) gSA /kku dh Hkjiwj iSnkokj 
ds dkj.k bls ^/kku dk dVksjk* Hkh dgk tkrk gSA NRrhlx<+ ds rhu 
izkd`frd [kaM gS& mRrj esa lriqM+k] e/; esa egkunh vkSj mldh 
lgk;d ufn;ksa dk eSnkuh {ks= vkSj nf{k.k esa cLrj dk iBkjA jkT; 
dh izeq[k ufn;kWa gSa& egkunh] f’koukFk] vjik] iSjh rFkk banzkorh unhA

^^[kwclwjrh dks geus vDlj HkVdrs gq, ns[kk gS]
gkWa] eSaus bu pan vYQ+kt+ksa esa NRrhlx<+ dks fy[kk gSA**

NRrhlx<+ Hkkjr dk ,d jkT; gSA bldk xBu 1 
uoacj 2000 dks gqvk FkkA vkSj ‘;g Hkkjr dk 
26okWa jkT; gSA igys ;g e/; izns’k ds varxZr 
FkkA MkW- ghjkyky ds erkuqlkj NRrhlx<+ 
^psnh’kx<+* dk viHkza’k gks ldrk gSA dgrs 
gSa fdlh le; bl {ks= esa 36 x<+ Fks] 
blfy, bldk uke NRrhlx<+ iM+kA fdarq 
x<+ksa dh la[;k esa o`f) gks tkus ij 
Hkh uke esa dksbZ ifjorZu ugha gqvkA 
NRrhlx<+ Hkkjr dk ,slk jkT; gS ftls 

(varj&lnu fuca/k ys[ku izfr;ksfxrk 2020&21 esa izFke LFkku izkIr fuca/k)

Hkh jgsxkA
^^dchjk dqvkWa ,d gS]

ikuh lc esa ,dA**

dSMsV fu’kkar dqekj
vuqdzekad&5933, d{kk&nloha, ljnkj iVsy lnu
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^egrkjh* dk ntkZ fn;k x;k gSA bldk nwljk uke ^nf{k.k dkS’ky* Hkh 
gS tks NRrhl x<+ksa dks vius esa lekfgr j[kus ds dkj.k ^NRrhlx<+* 
cu x;kA ^NRrhlx<+* rks oSfnd vkSj ikSjkf.kd dky ls gh fofHkUu 
laLd`fr;ksa ds fodkl dk dsanz jgk gSA ,d lalk/ku laIkUu jkT;] ;g 
ns’k ds fy, fctyh vkSj bLikr dk ,d lzksr gS] ftldk mRiknu dqy 
LVhy dk 15 izfr’kr gSA NRrhlx<+ Hkkjr esa lcls rst+h ls fodflr 
jkT;ksa esa ls ,d gSA

^^Bgj  xbZ  gS  oDr  dh  pky  banzkorh  dh  NkWao  esa]#d  tkrs  gSa  yEgs 
[kq’kgky] cw<+kikjk >hy ds QSyko esa]ut+j yx xbZ balkuh [okfg’kksa dh]
dkS’ky ds bl xkWao esaA **NRrhlx<+ dh laLd`fr esa xhr ,oa u`R; dk
 cgqr  egRo  gSA  ;gkWa  ds  yksdxhrksa  esa  fofo/krk  gSA  xhr  vkdkj 
essa  veweu  NksVs  vkSj  xs;  gksrs  gSa  ,oa  xhrksa  dk  izk.krRogS  & 
Hkkoizo.krkA  NRrhlx<+  ds  izeq[k  vkSj  yksdxhrksa  esa  ls  dqN  gSa  
&  Hkkstyh] iaMokuh]  djek]  ckWal xhr] lqvk xhr] jkmr xhr vkSj 
iaFkh xhrA buesa  ls lqvk] djek] MaMk o iaFkh xhr ukp ds lkFk xk;s 
tkrs gSaAdgk tkrk gS fd fojklr ik ysuk rks fQj Hkh vklku gksrk gS] 
ysfdu mls lgst dj j[k ikuk pqukSrhiw.kZ dk;Z gksrk gSA 

cLrj vkSj vU; {ks= uDlyokn dh fxj¶r esa blfy, vk,] D;ksafd 
;gkWa vis{kk vkSj vko’;drk ds vuq:Ik fodkl ugha gks ik;kA ljdkj 

dks ;g Hkh blfy, Lohdkj djuk pkfg, fd NRrhlx<+ esa [ksrh 
dk jdck de gks jgk gSA 

ikuh Hkjsa vusdA
HkkaMs gh esa Hksn gS

i;kZoj.k dh leL;k,Wa] xjhch vkSj vKkurk ls tqM+h gqbZ 
gSaA vr% vf/kd ls vf/kd tu tkx:drk ykuh gksxh] 
rHkh NRrhlx<+ esa fodkl Hkh gksxk vkSj Ik;kZoj.k lqjf{kr 

NRrhlx<+ dk bfrgkl ,oa yksd laLd`fr



Balachadians Celebrated 6th  
International Yoga day

Sixth International Yoga Day was celebrated on 21st 
June 2020 in Sainik School Balachadi, Jamnagar. 

This time this international mega event was 
celebrated in school through online mode.   

Cadets participated in Yoga session from 
their home town as per theme ‘Yoga for 

Health - Yoga at Home’ through online 
mode while Officers, Staff and their 

families performed Yoga in school 
by maintaining proper social 

distancing. Cadets and staff 
performed Yoga under the 

guidance of school Yoga 
Instructor Mr. Bhavesh 

Chandegra and PTI 
Kumar. 
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Neel Kumar  GP-A
2nd -  6205

Jilkumar Changani  GP - A
3rd -6301

Yugendra Kumar,  Dhangadiya GP - C
1st - 6344  

Aditya Kumar  GP - B
3rd -6396

Shlok Maheshkumar Maheta
2nd - 6383

Shubham Kumar Gp- B 
3rd - 6181  

Mitali Jadeja  GP - B
1st  - 6174

Lekh Vashishth 9 B  GP- A
1st- 6038
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Sainik School Balachadi, Jamnagar 
celebrated its 59th Annual Day through 
online mode on 24 Dec 2020. Air 
Marshal SC Mukul PVSM, AVSM, VM, 
VSM, ADC (Retd), an alumnus of Sainik 
School Balachadi was the Chief Guest on 
this occasion.
The event commenced with the lighting 
of the lamp followed by the Saraswati 
Prayer. Gp Capt Ravinder Singh, Principal, 
Sainik School Balachadi  presented the 
School’s Annual Report highlighting 
the prominent achievements and the 
mission of the school to provide quality 
education for entry in the Defence Forces 
as officers. Principal also stated that 
the school administration is constantly 
striving hard to improve the standards 
by introducing innovations in the 
existing system like providing better 
infrastructure, adopting new teaching 
methodologies and updating the 
existing facilities.

59th

Cele
brat

ion ANNUAL DAY
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The presentation of annual report was 
followed by a mesmerising variety 
programme, “Bandwidth” which included 
Saraswati Vandana, Patriotic music medley, 
dance and skit all performed by Cadets in 
remote & online mode. 
The Principal gave away the prizes, trophies 
and certificates to the cadets who excelled in 
various Academic, Sports and Co-curricular 
activities for the year 2019-20. The most 
coveted ‘Cock House Trophy’ for the all round 
performer house was bagged by ‘Angre 
House’. ‘Capt Nilesh Soni Trophy’ for the 
best NDA Cadet was awarded to Cadet Vivek 
Kumar of Sardar Patel House.
Cadet Meet Boda and Cadet Sudhanshu 
Kumar of Sardar Patel House were adjudged 
as the  ‘Best All Round Cadet’ while Cadet 
Yogesh Kumar of Tagore House was 
adjudged as the ‘Best Athlete / Sportsman’ 
of the year. The Chief Guest interacted with 
the cadets and answered their questions. 
He appreciated the efforts put in by the 
cadets and staff for the grand show and also 
congratulated all those who won the prizes. 
On this occasion, the online Annual Art 
and Science exhibition was also displayed. 
The parents and Cadets also witnessed the 
Annual Day events and exhibition through 
live streaming on YouTube.
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એક અસત્ય છુપાવવા 
અનેક અસત્ય જન્ે

અસતય એટલે ગજુરાિીમા ં તમથયા વાિ કે જુઠાણુ ંએવો સામનય અથ્દ 
તનષપન થાય. આપણે જાણે આજાણે કાકં િેનો સહારો લેઈએ છે િો 
કાકં સમય જ િેનો સહારો લેવડાવિો હોય છે. જયા ં સધુી અસતય 
છુપાયેલુ ંરહ ેતયા ંસધુી િો કાઈ િકલલિ જ નથી પણ જયારે િે ખલુલ ુ
પડી જાય તયારે િેમાથંી અનેક અસતયો જનમ લેિા હોય છે. કોઈ પોિાની 
વાહવાહ માટે અસતય બોલે િો કોઈ પૈસા, તમલકિ, કામચોરી, વગેરે 
કેટકેટલા પ્રકારે અસતય બોલિા હોય છે. અમકુ માણસોને િો િે આરિ 
જ બની જિી હોય છે, િો અમકુ બોલયા પછી ઘણા પસિાિા હોય છે. 
માણસે માણસે િેના પ્રકાર અલગ-અલગ હોવાના. આ અસતયનો ટૂંકો 
માગ્દ માણસને આનરં જરૂર આપે છે પણ પકડાય જવાનો ડર રહ ેછે. 
પકડાયા પછી જે નાક કાપાય છે િેની રૂજ આવિા ઘણો સમય લાગે છે 
અને આ રૂજ લાવિા પણ ઘણા અસતયો બોલવા પડે અને જો કરાચ રૂજ 
માટે બોલેલા અસતયો પણ પકડાય જાય િો િો પછી પાક થઈ જાય છે. 
િેની રૂજ આવવી મશુકેલ બની જિી હોય છે. અસતય બોલનાર વયક્િને 
કારેક એવુ ંથાય કે હ ુકારેય પકડાવ જ નહીં િો....પણ અસતય બોલિી 
વખિે શાફરરીક અને વાલચક ચેષઠાથી િમારંુ જુઠ પકડાય જાય છે અને 
િરી િેને છુપવવા િમે ‘ચોરીને લચકણુ’ં કરવા માગંિા હોય િેમ અનેક 
નસુકાઓ અપનાવો િો પછી િેવુ ંશુ ંપફરણામ આવ ેિેની કલપના િો 
િમે કરી શકો છો.  

આમ છિા ંઆ બાબિે માણસે માણસે િિાવિ હોય છે. કાયમી અસતય 
બોલિા હોય િેને કોઈ અસર થિી નથી અને એકવાર લબચારો કાક 
િસાય તયારે અસતય બોલે અને જો િેમા ંપકડાય જાય િો પછી િેની 
હાલિ જ ખરાબ થઈ જાય છે. િે આ એક અસતય છુપાવવા અનેક 
અસતયનો સહારો લેઈ છે અને િેમા ં િાવી જાય િો પછી અસતય 
બોલવાની આરિ પડી જાય છે. આ આરિ વાળો માણસ કાય પકડાિો 
નથી. આમ િો સતય-અસતયની વાિ આવ ેએટલે આપણને ગાધંીજી 
જરૂર યાર આવ.ે એક વાર ગાધંીજી ચાર રસિા પર ઉભા હિા તયારે 
તયાથંી એક ગાય પસાર થઈ, ગાધંીજીએ િે ગાયને જોઈ પણ ખરી. 
થોડીવારે તયાથંી ગાયને કિલખાને લઈ જનાર ખાડકી પસાર થયો. 
િેણે ગાધંીજીને પછૂ્ુુઃ ‘ગાય કઈ રીશામા ંગઈ ?’ ગાધંીજીને ખબર હિી 
ગાય કઈ રીશામા ંગઈ હિી. જો િે સતય બોલે િો ખાડકી ગાયને પકડી 
કિલખાને લઈ જાઈ અને ખોટંુ બોલી અનય ફરશામા ંગઈ િેવુ ંકહ ેિો 

ગાધંીજી અસતય બોલયા િેવુ ં ઠરે. એટલે િેમણે ખાડકીને કહુ:ં ‘ગાય 
કઈ રીશામા ંગઈ િે મને ખબર છે પણ મારે િને કહવે ુ ંનથી િારે જે 
કરવુ ંહોય િે કરી લે.’ અહીં ગાય પણ બચી ગઈ અને અસતય પણ ન 
બોલવુ ંપડ્ુ.ં

ગાધંીજીની આ વાિનો હાર્દ  એ જ છે કે ધમ્દસકંટ સમયે અસતય 
બોલાવામા ં કશુ ં નકુસાન નથી પણ એક વાર ધમ્દસકંટનુ ં અસતય 
બીજીવારના અસતયને જનમ આપે છે. આમ કોઈ પણ વસ્નુી શરૂઆિ 
િો સારા માટે થિી હોચ છે પણ પછી િે જ વસ્ ુનરસી બાબિને 
પણ જનમ આપી શકે છે. માણસમા ંએક અનવુાતંશક અસતય બોલવાની 
આરિ પણ જનમે છે. બાળક માિા-તપિા કે ઘરના કોઈપણ સભય 
અસતય બોલે તયારે િેનુ ંઅનરુણ કરે છે અને પછી અસતય બોલવાની 
આરિ પડે છે. રરવાજે કોઈ માણસ તપિાને બોલાવિા હોય એટલે 
તપિા પોિાને સિંાનને કહુેઃ ‘પેલા માણસને કહી રે મારા પાપ ઘર પર 
નથી.’ હવે જો તપિાજી ઘર પર હોય અને િે છોકરા પાસે આવુ ંનાનુ ં
એવુ ંઅસતય પણ બોલાવ ેછે િે આગળ જિા િો છોડની જેમ મોટંુ થ્ ુ ં
જાય છે. 

એક સશંોધનમા ંપણ પરૂવાર થ્ુ ં છે કે અસતય બોલવાથી માણસનુ ં
નૈતિક રીિે િો પિન થાય જ છે પણ સાથ ેશાફરરીક અને માનતસક 
રીિે પણ પિન થાય છે. અસતયરૂપી ક્ષલણક આનરંથી રીઘ્દ આનરં િો 
તછનવાઈ જાય છે. કારેક આપણને એવુ ંથાય કે મેં એક નાનુ ંએવુ ં
જુઠાણુ ંચાલાવ્ુ ંએમા ંશુ ં? મેં કોઈનુ ંખનૂ થોડીને કરી નાખ્ુ.ં આ એક 
નાના એવા સતયની ઇતિથી અંિ સધુીની કહાની સાભંળો િો ખબર પડે 
કે િેનાથી કેટલુ ંનકુશાન થાય. ઘરમા ંકોઈ વફડલ અસતય બોલે તયા ં
રીકરો સાભંળે િે પણ તશખે, બીજા બે તમત્ોને પણ બોલાવિા તશખવાડે 
અને બીજા બે તમત્ો પણ પાચંને તશખવાડે અટલે કહવેાનો મિલબ એજ 
છે કે અસતય એ અનિં છે. િેની કોઈ સીમા નથી એમા ંપણ માણસ 
પાવરધો બની જાય પછી િો પોિાને બદુ્ધિશાળીનુ ંલેબલ લાગવી રે 
છે. આમ પણ જુઠ બોલવુ ંઆસાન નથી કારણ કે િેમા ંએક સમયે 
બે વસ્ ુ ંયાર રાખવી પડેુઃ એક સતયને છુપાવવુ ંપડે અને અસતયને 
રેખાડવુ ંપડે અને બીજુ ંસતય સાથ ેજોડાયેલી િમામ વાિને છુપાવવી 
પડે. સાથ ેસાથ ેિેને અસતયને સતય સાલબિ કરવા નાની નાની વસ્ ુનંે 
સામેલ કરવી પડે

ડૉ.ભાવેશ ચાદેંગરા
(અધયક્ષ, ગજુરાિી તવભાગ,
 સતૈનક સકલૂ બાલાચડી)
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એક લચત્કાર હિો.
એમણે સરસ મજાનુ ંએક લચત્ બનાવ્ુ.ં

પોિાના બનાવલેા લચત્ પર વારંવાર
નજર નાખિા ંએને એમ લાગ્ુ ંકે

આજ સધુીમા ંમારા બનાવેલા ંસો જેટલાં
લચત્ોમાથંી સૌથી વધ ુશ્ેષઠ કોઈ લચત્ 

હોય િો આજ છે.
એણે પોિાના ઘરની સામે રહલે રીવાલ પર

આ લચત્ લટકાવી રીધુ ંઅને લચત્ની નીચે 
લખી રીધુ ંકે ‘કોઈને પણ આ લચત્મા ં

કોઈ સધુારો કરવા જેવો લાગિો હોય િો
એ જગયા પર તનશાની કરે’

એક જ રીવસમા ંલચત્ પર એટલી તનશાનીઓ 
થઈ ગઈ કે લચત્ રેખાવવાનુ ંજ બધં થઈ ગ્ુ.ં

લચત્કાર સિ્બધ થઈ ગયો.
પણ એણે એક બીજો પ્રયાસ કયયો.

એક નવુ ંજ લચત્ બનાવીને બીજે ફરવસે
એણે રીવાસ પર લટકાવી રીધુ ંઅને નીચે લખી રીધુ ંકે

‘આ લચત્મા ંજે પણ સધુારો કરવા જેવો 
લાગે એ વયક્િએ પોિ ેજ કરી લેવો અને આશ્વય્દ સજા્દ્ુ.ં

એ લચત્ પર ન કોઈએ તનશાની કરી કે 
ન એ લચત્મા ંકોઈએ સધુારો કયયો !

સલાહ અને કાય્દ

કેડેટ દેવાશં ભા્યાણી 
(૬૨૩૦) ૮-અ, તશવાજી સરન

Choosing may took a while for me.  I couldn’t just 
choose anyone.  I didn’t think.   It took a lot of time 
for me.  I wanted to pick someone who has really 
done something to be proud of and that people 
will remember them by.  After careful thought 
and consideration I chose Kalpana Chawla.

Cdt Harsh Raiya
 6357 Class : VI

Time is Timeless. Time is Money. Time is Power.  Understanding the value of 
time is crucial for each one of us to get to know the value of time.  It is essential 
to learn the effect of time on us.  For most of us, to feel the impact of time on us 
is a considerably pointless exercise.  But if, someone looks at the things closely, 
one might understand that time has an enormous effect on us.  One of the most 
noticeable effects of time on us is our age.  As time goes by, we age in our health, 
mind and body.  Time indirectly makes weak and feeble and brings us close to 
death.  That is one of the most straight-forward explanations of the effect of 
time on our existence.  The value of time thus, lies in how we are controlled by it 
and yet do not get to feel it. 

Time is Tireless it waits for none whether rich or poor, young or old, Living or 
dead. So value it. If we waste it, it will waste us.         

TIME  AND TIDE
Wait For None

 Cdt Sumit Raj, 6034
    Class IX
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Despite of countless social, cultural restrictions 
in a male dominant society, where the girls are 
not given freedom to grow and learn, she paved 
a path for girls to fulfill their dreams. She taught 
the World to stick to dreams by overcoming 
failures. I learnt Perseverance from her. 

What I learnt from

KALPANA CHAWLA



આપણે ટેકનોલોજીની એટલી હરણિાળ ભરી છે કે મોબાઈલ, 
ઇનટરનેટ, વોટસએપ અને િેસબકેુ આપણા પોિાનાને આપણાથી 
દૂર કરી રીધા છે, તયારે કરાચ એવુ ંલાગે છે કે ભગવાન પણ 
માણસને ઝલક બિાવવા માગંિા હોય િેમ કહ ે છે કે ભાઈ મારે 
િો િમને અલગ કરવા હોય િો આ ત્ણ અક્ષર જ કાિી છેુઃ ‘કો’, 
‘રો’, અને ‘ના’. િેના કારણે માણસ માણસથી દૂર ભાગવા લાગયો 
છે, ફરશા અને રશા બરલાય ગયા છે. કેટલાકની આતથથિક રીિે 
કમર િોડી નાખી છે િો કેટલાકની શાફરરીક અને માનતસક હાલિ 
કિોટી બનાવી રીધી છે. સાથે સવજનોને ગમુાવવાની આકરી પીડા 
િો ખરી જ. કેટલાક કહુેઃ “ભગાવાન આ િે શુ ંક્ુું ?” િો કોઈ કહ ે
આ કાળા માથાના માનવીને સબક તશખવવા િારા ત્ીજા નેત્માથંી 
પસાર થિી દ્વષષટની જરૂર હિી. ભલે દ્વષષટ કુરરિની પણ િે દ્વષષટને 

રાક્ષસના રશ્દન કરાવવા જરૂરી છે ? 

  આ કિ્દવયના પાલન માટે માણસનો 
દ્વષષટકોણ અને મનોવલણ જવાબરાર છે. 

એક માણસ વાિ કરે છે કે, “અરે! કોરોનાથી 
કાઈ થ્ ુ ંનથી ખાલી િાવ અને શરરી આવ”ે 

િો બીજો માણસ કહ:ે “કોરોનાથી હમણા જ મેં સવજન ગમુાલ્ુ ં
છે.” હવ ેખાલી િાવ શરરી વાળા માણસનો દ્વષષટકોણ અને સવજન 
ગમુાવવા વાળા માણસનો દ્વષષટકોણ અલગ જ હોવાનો. પોલીસ 
ગનુેગાર પાસે સાચી વાિ કઢાવવા ડરાવ-ેધમકાવે તયારે ગનુેગાર 
લાઈન પર આવ ે ને પોપટની જેમ બોલના માડેં. હવ ે િો ખરુ 
કોરાના પણ ચરમસીમા પર પહોંચીને આપણે ડરાવી-ધમકાવીને 
કિ્દવયનુ ં પાલન કરવવા સભાન બનાવી રહ્ો છે. આ વૈતશ્વક 
મહામારીને નાથવા સરકારનો પોલીસ તવભાગ કાકં રંડ િો કાકં 
રંડાવારી કરીને લોકોને કિ્દવયનુ ં પાલન કરવવા મથામણ કરી 
રહ્ો છે. માણસ જયારે સમજે નહીં તયારે સમાજના સાણા લોકો 
ઊંધા કાન પકડાવીને પણ સમજાવ ેછે. િેમા ંકોઈ કહ ેવકે્શન નહીં 
લો િો બેંકમાથંી પૈસા જિા રહશે ેિો કોઈ કહ ેછે આજે આપણા 
ધમ્દગરુૂએ વકે્શન લેવા િરમાન ક્ુું છે, સમજાવવાની જે રીિે હોય 
િે, પણ આજે લોકો વકે્શન લેઈ િે ખબુ જરૂરી છે. જો કે કેટલાક 
અંશ ેલોકો સમજયા પણ સાચી સમજ િો તયારે જ કેળવાશ ેજયારે 
માણસ પોિાના મનથી સમજશે.

કોરોનાનુ ંકર ુતુતવ અને
આપણું

અંકકર કલથિ્યા(૫૮૭૮)

૧૧-અ, આંગ્ે સરન
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પ્રવત્ત ૃ કરવા વાળો િો કાળા માથાનો માનવી જ છે. િેણે 
ટેકનોલોજીની હરણિાળ પાછળ વક્ષોૃ , પ્રાણીઓ, જગલો. ં ઝરણા 

ને નરીઓન ંુતનકંરન કાઢી પ્રકૃતિને તવકૃિી િરિ ધકેલી રીધી છે. 
તયારે ‘કોરોના’ માનવ સર્જિિ આપિી કહવામાે  ંકોઈ અતિસયોક્િ 
નથી પણ માણસ પોિાની જવાબરારીમાથી ં ખસિો જાય છે. િેના 

માટે જે કારણ જવાબરાર હોય િે, પણ આજે કોરાનાન ંુક્ત્દ ુ વ 
ફૂલ્ ંુ િાલ્ ંુ છે િેમા ં કોઈ બે મિ નથી. આ ઉંબરે આવલી ે
પફરકસથતિને ખાળવા આપણ ંુ કિ્દવય છે કે આપણે માસક 
પહરીએ, હાથ ે સેનેટાઈઝ કરીએ, સામાર્જક અંિર જાળવીએ, 

કામ વગર ઘરની બહાર ન જ તનકળીએ. સમયસર વકે્શન 
લઈએ, આરોગય કમ્દચારીને સહકાર આપીએ અને સરકાર 
દ્વારા બહાર પાડવામા ંઆવિા તનયમોન ંુચસુિપણે પાલન 

કરીએ. અહીં સવાલ એ થાય છે કે કેટલા લોકો 
પોિાના આ કિ્દવયન ંુપાલન કરે ? હા, 

“દૂધનો રાજયો છાશ પણ ફંૂકી ફૂંકી ને 
પીવ ેછે” િે કહવેિ પ્રમાણે જેણે આ 
કાળમખો ુ રાક્ષસ નજરો-નજર જોયો 
છે કે અનય દ્વારા અહસાસ ે થયો છે 
િે િો સભાન બની ગયો છે. પણ શ ંુ
કિ્દવયનન ંુ ભાન કરવા બધાને આ 

પહલાના ે જમાનામા ં માણસો 
ખબર અંિર પછવા ૂ ટપાલ 
લખિા અને આજે િોન કરે છે અને 
એથી પણ આગળ તવફડયોકૉલન ંુ
ચલણ િો ઘરે ઘરે જોવા મળે 
છે. માણસ ગમે િે માધયમથી 
વાિ કરે પણ િેની 
વાિલચિનો કોઈને કોઈ 
મદુ્ો હોય છે. વરસાર સમયેુઃ 
‘કેવા છે વરસાર પાણી ?’ 
અને ચટણી ં ૂ ટાણેુઃ “શ ંુ કહ ે
ચટણી ં ૂ ? ભાજપ આવશે કે કોંગે્સ 
?” આવી સમાચારના મદુ્ારૂપ કોઈને 
કોઈ બાબિ હોય  છે. આજે વારસાર કે 
ચટણી ં ૂ જેવા િમામ મહતવના સમાચારના 
મદુ્ાને િોડીને એક મદુ્ો મહતવનો બની ગયો છે 
અને િે છે ‘કોરાના’ િોનમા ંપહલા ે જ પછીએૂ ુઃ “શ ંુકહ ે
કોરોના ? િમારે કોરાનાના કેટલા કેસ છે ? કોરાનાનો 
રીપોટ્દ શ ંુઆવયો ?” બસ આ જ સમાચાર મહતવના બની 
ગયા છે. એક સમાચારપત્મા ંલગભગ ‘કોરાના’ શ્બરની 
ગણિરી કરીએ િો સોએક વાર િો આવિો જ હશ. ે હવ ેિો 
કરાચ એવ ંુલાગે છે કે કોઈ નવા જનમેલા બાળકન ંુનામ રાખવ ંુ
હોય િો ‘કોરોના’, ‘કોરોનટાઈન’, ‘લોકડાઉન’, ‘સેનેટાઈઝર’, 
‘કોતવડ’ જેવા લેટેસટ નામ રાખે િો નવાઈ નથી. આ મદુ્ો બધાથી 
મહતવનો બનયો િેન ંુએક કારણ સમય પણ છે. ચોમાસ ંુબે કે 
ત્ણ મફહના રહ, ે ચટણીનો ં ૂ માહોલ એક બે મફહના ચાલે પણ આ 
કોરાનાનો માહોલ િો રોઢ-રોઢ વર્દ ચાલયો અને હજી પણ કેડો 
મકુિો નથી, કોણ જાણે હવ ેકારે તવરાય લેશ ! ે



દૃઢિા એટલે તનતચિિ પણે કાય્દ ચાલુ ંરાખવુ.ં િ ેપછી મશુકેલ હોય કે

દૃઢિા એ સિળિાનુ ં રહસય છે. િેના તવના કોઈ મોટી તસદ્ધિ શક નથી. 
કોઈ તવદ્ાથથી જો હોતશયાર કે પ્રતિભાશાળી ન હોય પણ દૃઢ 

સકંલપ કરે કે મારે કંઈક કરવુ ંછે કે કંઈક બનવુ ંિો 
િે જરૂર પોિાના જીવનમા ંિે કંઈક કરી શકે 

કે બની શકે છે. સામે પક્ષે કોઈ વયક્િ ખબુ 
હોતશયાર કે પ્રતિભાશાળી હોય પણ સવભાવથી 
સસુિ છે, પફરશ્મ કરવા માટે અતનચછા રાખે છે, 
િે જીવનમા ંભાગયે જ સિળિા મેળવે છે.

આપણે જાણીએ છીએ કે સમારકો, ઈમારિો, મફંરરો, 
શહરેો વગેરે બનાવવા માટે લાબંા સમયની સખિ 
મહનેિ રહલેી છે. રોમ નામના એ સુરંર શહરેને 
બનાવવા ઘણા વરયો લાગયા હિા. હજારો માણસોની 
મહનેિને કારણે આવી ઈમારિો ઉભી થાય છે. તવજ્ાતનકો 
પણ સિળિા માટે વરયો સધુી રાિ ફરવસ પ્રયોગો કરિા રહ ે

છે. િેમા ંિેને અનેક તનષિળિા પણ મળે છે છિા ંિે ફહંમિ હાયા્દ 
વગર કામ કરિા રહ ેછે. આખરે િેમની મહનેિ સિળ થાય છે. િેને 
જે મળ્ુ ંિે જાદુ કે કોઈ કૃપાથી નહીં પણ દૃઢ તનચિય સાથ ેકરેલી 

મહનેિથી જ મળ્ુ ં છે. માનવ જીવનમા ં પણ સિળિા માટે ઘણો 
સમય લાગે તયારે ફહંમિ હાયા્દ વગર ધીરજ પવૂ્દક અને દૃઢિાથી 

મહનેિ કરીએ િો જરૂર સિળિા મળે. એટલે જ કોઈકે કહુ ંછે-
“ મન અકસથર હોય િેને રસિો નથી જડિો,

અડગ મનના મસુાિરને ફહમાલય નથી નડિો.

કેડેટ ધ ત્ુ વાઘાણી (૬૨૪૪)
૭-અ, પ્રિાપ સરન

The beautiful butter-yellow sunflower gets its name because 
it seems to be stretching its stem so that its head always 

faces the sun.  The scientific name for this lovely flower is 
– Helianthus – Helia and Anthus means Sun and Flower 

respectively.  

The Sunflowers follow a certain course to bloom. 
On a sunny summer day, the sunflower with its 

big and bright face seems to be always smiling 
at you, making you feel pleasant.  People get 

attracted to the sunflower of the positive 
image it present.  It teaches us many 

lessons of life. In the same manner, 
If you have good thought, they will 

shine out of you face like sun beams 
and you will always look lovely. 

Like the Sun contributes to the 
sunflower’s being radiant 

and let your good thoughts 
guide you and shine from 

within making every 
day love you for your 

positive disposition 
and character.

I am ready 
to be a 

Sunflower.

Why do sunflowers
      Follow  the sun ?

Cdt Dhyey S 6363
Class - VI
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દૃઢરા

 
કંટાળા જનક. દૃઢ તનચિય વાળી વયક્િ ગમે િેવી પફરકસથતિ 
સામે લડીને પણ પોિાન ંુ ધયેય પ્રાપિ કરી શકે છે. આપણે 
જો્ ંુ હશ ે કે નાન ંુ બાળક સીધે-સીધ ંુ ચાલિા નથી તશખ્. ુ
શરૂઆિમા ંગોઠણભર ચાલે પછી પગે ચાલવા પ્રયાસ કરે િેમા ં
પણ ઘણી વાર પડી જાય અને િરી ઊભ ંુથઈ ચાલવા પ્રયાસ કરે 
છે. આમ અનેકવાર પ્રયાસ કયા્દ પછી આખરે િે ચાલિા તશખે છે. આ 
રીિે વારંવાર તનષિળિા મળવા છિા ંપ્રયતનતશલ માણસ પોિાની હાર 
સવીકારિા નથી. િે વારંવાર પ્રયાસ કરે છે અને અંિે સિળિા મેળવ છે ે. 



Perseverance: 

A NEED OF 
TODAY’S  STUDENTS Cdt Sudhanshu, 5675

Class-XII

Success comes to those who continue 
to make efforts to achieve something 
in their life despite failures, 
difficulties or opposition.  It shows 
how much sacrifice one is willing to 
attain success in their life and this 
virtue is known as perseverance.  
This year has not been as easy 
one for us as a school body.  This 
year was considered as one of 
the most challenging year in the 
centuries. Everywhere there 
was struggle to survive and 
continue our life in a new-
normal way and to overcome 
these challenges everyone 
found their own way. 

Initially everyone find the new s y s t e m 
very enthusiastic and there was a race to acquire this 
new system and adapt to the new life style.  Initially this 
technology poses many challenges to educators as well 
as students but through continued efforts most of these 
challenges were overcome.  Now, in the life of boarding school 
students comes the biggest problem as they were living 
in boarding school.  They were having all the facilities 
like guidance, counseling, getting personal doubts 
cleared available round the clock.  But now they 
have reached to their home and found the 
new system helpful, but it had left a very 
deep imprint on their life
Now they are having this facility 
available virtually which has 
become least interesting 
due to prolong 
exposure, leaving 
the students 
piled up with 
lots of 
doubts 
a n d 

eventually they are landing up in a situation 
where they left studies.  Nelson Mandela 

has quoted that “The greatest glory in 
living lies not in falling, but in rising 

every time we fall”.  So it is not wise 
that you are not getting doubt, 

but you are not wise if you are not 
getting your doubts cleared.  So here 
comes the role of perseverance.  The 
students should be guided again 
and again to practice perseverance to 

encounter the difficulties of their life.  
In home, students are also having the extra 

pressure of many distractions like attending 
various ceremonies, celebrations, enjoying with 

friends and no time bound for anything.  

This year was a year where we require the 
perseverance most and it is not new that we are 

going to preserve, we have learnt perseverance from 
our childhood only, when we started to walk, on that time 
we used to tumble many times but we rise again to walk.  So 
if we have already practiced something earlier why can’t we 
practice it now.  So to be successful in life, we must adapt the 
virtue which we have learnt unknowingly in our childhood.

વીર સૈથનક
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કેડેટ ગ્થ રામાણી (૬૧૦૬)ં
૮-અ, ટાગોર સરન  

નથી બનવ ડૉું ્ટર કે એનનજનીયર,
બનીશ હ એક વીર સૈુ ં તનક.
મારી અડગ જોઈ ચાલ,
દુશમનો થઈ જશ બેહાલ.ે
રહશેે  જોમ-જુસસો મારો કાયમ,
આિિો થઈ જશ ેહમેશ ગાયબ.ં
રેશ સેવા કરવા કાજ,
મેળવીશ સૈતનક કેરો િાજ.
રહશેે  શાતિ ને સૌ ખં શાહાલ,ુ
મા-ભોમની બનીશ એવી ઢાલ.
કરવા રેશ બધંઓની સેવા,ુ
ભલીશ દુ ુ ુઃખ રર્દ  સઘળા.ં
કરીશ િના દુશમનોની સૌ હરકિો,
રાખીશ િીરંગો સરા આકાશ ેિરકિો.
ઉજજવળ ભારિની હ ંુછુ શાન,ં
મા- ભારિીના ચરણોમા મારા વં રંન!



dSMsV /keZ ,p- ok/kkuh
vuqdzekad&6244

d{kk&lkroha izrki lnu 

Studying in Sainik School, it’s a 
dream for every cadet to join All India 
Mountaineering Expedition.  And I 
was no different.  So when I came to 
know that my name was selected for 
this Expedition I was on cloud nine.  I 
started preparing for it.  Coming from 
plain area I was very excited to meet 
the mountains.  I had read a lot about 
beauty of mountains and life changing 
experiences of the climbers.  

Finally the day came when we had to 
report at Sainik School Kunjpura.  I, 
along with my buddy reported there.  
At Kunjpura, we met cadets from other 
Sainik Schools of India.  In fact, I met 
some of the best people in my life over 
there.  Our journey to the mountains 
started from there in a bus.  We 
reached Manali via Chandigarh in the 
early morning.

In the month of June we were feeling 
chilling cold over there.  Mountain 
peaks were covered with snow was 
visible from Manali bus stand.  Many of 
us were witnessing such scene for the 
first time in our life.  Sunlight falling on 
snow was making it glitter like Gold.

Going through the paths less walked 
on, within three hours we reached at 
a place where our guide decided to 
camp.  There we learnt how to fix a tent.  
At that altitude we were out of network 
and electricity.  So we had switched off 
our phones to use later.  This gave us 

Cdt Aman Kumar, 5670
 Class : XII

 
The view from there, the confidence 
of conquering that peak made me 
realise that all the difficulties I had 
faced was worth it.

LESSON: - Every time life won’t go 
exactly the way you wanted it to be, 
but you need to keep moving and you 
will reach your goal.

My 
Experience of

MOUNTAINEERING    

time to know more about each 
other.  This way we all came close 
to cadets from other schools and 
became good friends.  

After two days we went further 
from there to Seri (our decided 
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Base Camp).  Now this was a tough 
journey.  After about 05 hours of 
tedious trekking we reached Seri.  As 
soon as we reached there it started 
raining. At Seri, during training we 
learnt how to walk on Snow, how to 
come down etc.  After few days of 
training, one day in early morning 
we started our journey Chandratal 
Glacier (our camp before peak).  On 
the way we faced so many difficulties, 
but thanks to our training we 
overcame it.  At that time in my mind 
came that why I am facing all this, 
the fun I had imagined was nowhere 
seen.  I wanted to come back to 
normal life, but again giving up is 
not a trait of Sainikian.  I realised I 
wasn’t alone there, I was carrying the 
name of my school with me.  And this 
thought kept my morale high to face 
all the difficulties.  The day we stayed 
at Chandratal.  Next day our final 
journey to the peak started.  Around 
03 AM we started walking towards 
the peak and at 07 AM we were at 
Norbu, raising our National Flag, our 
school flag and Ministry of Defence. 

n`<+rk

n`<+rk gh lQyrk dk jgL; gS blds fcuk dksbZ cM+h miyfC/k laHko ugha gSA ;gkWa 
rd fd vxj dksbZ  O;fDr cgqr  izfrHkk’kkyh  ugha  gS  vkSj  u gh  vR;f/kd 
tkudkj cfYd vkSlr ;ksX;rk ds ckotwn og n`<+rk ls thou esa lQy gksxkA

^n`<+rk* dk vFkZ gS n`<+rkiwoZd tkjh j[kuk] fo’ks"k :i ls ,slh pht+ esa tks dfBu
 gksA  n`<+rk    dh  xq.koÙkk  fodflr  djus  ds  fy,  bls  fu;fer  vH;kl  dh 
vko’;drk gksrh gSA  n`<+ fu’p; okyk dsoy /kS;Zoku gh n`<+rk ls vius y{; dks 
izkIr dj ldrk gSA

tc cPPkk [kM+k gksuk lh[krk gS vkSj pyus dh dksf’k’k djrk gS] rks og ckj&ckj uhps 
fxjrk tkrk gSA LoHkko vkSj o`fRr ls og mB tkrk gS] vkSj fQj ls vkxs c<+us dh dksf’k’k
 djrk gSA vkf[kjdkj og pyus esa lQy gks tkrk gSA ;g ckr lcds lkFk gksrh gS] tc
 ge tUes  FksA blh  izdkj  ckj&ckj  vlQyrkvksa  ds  ckotwn  n`<+rk  j[kus  okys  O;fDr 
viuh gkj dks Lohdkj ugha djrk gSA og ckj&ckj dksf’k’k djrk gS] vkSj var esa mls 
lQyrk feyrh gSA yXu’khy O;fDr og gksrk gS ftlds ikl tcjnLr vkRefo’okl vkSj
 vnE; n`<+ ladYi vkSj dfBu Je ds izfr ,d LokHkkfod vkxzg gksrk gSA



એક ખબુ નાન ુ ગામ હ્ ુ.ં િે 
ગામમા ં ચારે બાજુ પ્રકૃતિની 
મહકે િેલાયેલી હિી. ગામમા ં
એક નાન ુ બાળક રહે્ ુ ં હ્ ુ,ં 
આ બાળકને પોિાના ગામમા ં
નરી ફકનારાથી થોડુ ં દૂર 
આવલેુ ંએક સિરજનનુ ંઝાડ ખબુ 
જ ગમ્ુ ંહ્ ુ,ં જયારે પણ બાળક નવરો 
પડે કે સિરજનના વકૃ્ષ નીચે જઈને બેસે 
અને ભખુ લાગી હોય િો વકૃ્ષ પરથી જ 
સિરજન િોડી ખાય લિેો, વકૃ્ષની આસપાસ છ ાયડ ો 
રહિેો એટલે બાળક રમી-રમીને થાકે એટલે તયાજં સઈૂ જાય, પેલા 
વકૃ્ષને પણ આ બાળક સાથ ેસમય તવિાવવાનુ ંખબુ જ ગમ્ુ.ં આ 
નાનકડા બાળક અને વકૃ્ષ વચચ ેખબુ જ ગાઢ સબંધં બધંાઈ ગયો, 
એકબીજા વગર ચાલ્ ુ ંનહીં. પરં્ ુકહવેાય છે ને કે રરેક સબંધંની 
એક ઉંમર હોય છે. પેલો બાળક ધીમે ધીમે મોટો થવા લાગયો, 
ભણિર ગણિરના કામમા ં એટલો વયસિ રહવેા લાગયો કે િે 
સિરજનના વકૃ્ષ પાસે આવિો એકરમ બધં થઈ ગયો, સિરજનના 
વકૃ્ષને એ બાળકની આરિ પડી ગઈ હિી િેથી બાળકની યારમા ં
રડ્ા ં પણ કર્ ુ,ં એક ફરવસ બાળકને પોિાના િરિ આવિા 
જોઈને વકૃ્ષને પાછી આશા જાગી, બાળક જેવો નજીર આવયો કે વકૃ્ષ 
બાળકને જોઈને ખશુ થઈ ગ્ુ ંઅને કહુ.ં “્ ુ ંકા ંચાલયો ગયો હિો, 
હુ ંરોજ િને યાર કરિો હિો. ચાલ, હવ ેઆપણે બનંે સાથ ેરમીએ” 
પરં્ ુ ંબાળક હવ ેમોટો થઈ ગયો હિો િેથી વકૃ્ષને કહુુઃ “હવ ેમારી 
ઉંમર રમવાની નથી. મારે ભણવાનુ ંછે પણ મારી પાસે િી ભરવાના 
પૈસા નથી.” વકૃ્ષે  કહુુઃ “્ ુ ંમારા સિરજન િોડીને લઈ જા, બજારમા ં
વહેંચી નાખજે એટલે િને ઘણા પૈસા મળશે. એમાથંી ્ ુ ંિારી િી 
ભરી રેજે” બાળકે વકૃ્ષ પરના બધા જ સિરજન ઉિારી લીધા અને 
ચાલિો થયો. િરીથી િે તયા ં કરી ડોકાયો જ નહીં. આપણે પણ 

વકૃ્ષ બાળકની રાહ જો્ ુ ંરહુ.ં

 કેટલાક વરયો તવિી ગયા. એ બાળક 
હવ ે્વુાન થઈ ગયો. એક ફરવસ એ આવ ે
છે અને વકૃ્ષને કહ ે છે કેુઃ “હવ ે િો મારા 
લગન થઈ ગયા છે, મને નોકરી મળી છે. 

એનાથી ઘર િો ચાલે છે. પણ હવ ેમારે મારંુ પોિાનુ ં
ઘર બનાવવુ ંછે. મારે થોડા પૈસાની જરૂર છે” વકૃ્ષે કહુુઃ “્ ુ ંલચંિા ન 
કર મારી બધી જ ડાળીઓ કાપીને લઈ જા અને િેને વહેંચીને િારંુ 
ઘર બનાવ” ્વુાન વકૃ્ષની ડાળીઓ કાપી અને ચાલિો થયો. વકૃ્ષ 
હવ ેસાવ ડાળી વગરનુ ંથઈ ગ્ુ ંહ્ ુ.ં કોઈ એની સામે પણ ન જો્ ુ.ં 
્વુાન કારેય પાછો આવયો નહીં અને હવ ેિો વકૃ્ષે પણ આશા છોડી 
રીધી હિી કે ્વુાન એની પાસે આવશ ેનહીં. આ વકૃ્ષ બીજુ કોઈ 
નહીં પણ આપણા મા-બાપ.

નાનપણમા ંમમમી-પપપા સાથ ેરમવુ ંઆપણને બધાને ખબુ ગમ્ુ.ં 
મમમી-પપપા પણ આપણને લાડ પયાર કરે અને આપણી ખબુ 
કાળજી રાખે. જેમજેમ આપણે મોટા થિા ંગયા, િેમ િેમ હાથમા ં
મોબાઈલ, ગાડી અને કમપ્ટૂર જેવી સતુવધાઓ કરી આપનારા 
મા-બાપ માટે આપણી પાસે સમય ઓછો થિો ગયો. મોબાઈલ 
કમપ્ટૂરમા ં એટલા ઘસુી ગયા કે મમમી પપપા અને આપણી 
વચચેનુ ંઅંિર વધવા લાગ્ુ ંછે. આપણને આગળ ભણાવવા માટે 
પોિે પોિાની ડાળીઓ કાપીને એટલે કે મહનેિ મજૂરી કરીને િી 
ભરવાના પૈસા કરી આપે અને આપણે બધા બરલામા ંશુ ંઆપીએ 
? ભણીગણીને મોટા િો બની જઈએ પરં્ ુપોિાના સપના પરુા 
કરવાની હોડમા ંમા-બાપને બાજુમા ંકરી નાખીએ. 

૮-બ, ટાગોર સરન  

First time in uniform, was that much proud
Like roaring coming from inside, very very loud,
Like courage of inside, never getting low

Cdt Krisha Vadher
 6440  Class : VI

CADET

કોઈક વાર એવ ંુજ કરીએ છીએ જયારે 
મશુકેલીના સમયમા ં કોઈ આપણને 
મરર કરે છે તયારે આપણે િેનો 
આભાર િો માનીએ છીએ, પરં્ ુ

પછી િેને ભલી ૂ જઈએ છીએ. પરં્ ુઅહીં 

હરે કરકર(૬૨૨૮)

ા્રા થપરાની
વકૃ્ષ રરીકેની
સુવાથસરભાવના

child to a

Journey 
from a
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As in front of our Nation, all of us bow,
Like following the truth and never speaking lie
As getting to fly in all the seven skies,
Threatening and sayings now don’t make me scare Because
 dressing in uniform makes myself fair,
Smell of the uniform is in my blood and in my veins
I can’t see my uniform with any of the stains,
As stopping the wrong thoughts, changing them to new As 
importance of uniform, is known by very few,
As made changing direction, following the new way And 
now in further words, I don’t know what to say
Proud to be a cadet.



egkjkt
mudk [kwu xje FkkA
voke dh lsok djuk]
;gh mudk deZ FkkA
fganw&eqfLye dks lkFk ys vk;k]
balkfu;r mudk /keZ FkkA
'kklu dh uhao fgyk nh]
ejkBkvksa dk ohj FkkA
vkSjaxt+sc dh dSn ls Hkkxk]
fnekx ls 'kkfrj FkkA
Hkxos dk c<+k;k eku]
Tkkckat+ og 'kwjohj FkkA
nq’euksa dh Q+kSt ds fy, og]
ekSr dk Q+jeku FkkA
fganw lkezkT; [kM+k djuk]
mudk ,d vjeku FkkA
ysdj ryokj og fudyk tax esa]
ejkBk ohj toku FkkA
ekWa Hkokuh dk fn;k ojnku]
f’kokth jkts+ uke FkkA

dSMsV pksofV;k
vuqdzekad 5536

d{kk&ckjgoha f’kokth lnu 

Cdt Tirth Purohit
 6170 Class - VIII

Perseverance: Steadfastness in doing something despite difficulty or 
delay in achieving success. Perseverance is an essential element when 
you need to achieve a high level of success. It is a great tool to use, and 
it doesn’t require any college education or training. It comes naturally 
and requires a strong will.   It doesn’t matter what your goal is or how 
long it takes you to reach that goal. The chances of your success depend 
largely on your willingness to persist and persevere. If you truly want 
something, but you quit, you’ll never know if it would’ve come true for 
you. All it takes is one “yes” for your dreams to become a reality. Don’t 
stop trying.

Perseverance means, to go on no matter what is in the way, to remain 
steadfast in accomplishing the difficult task. It requires a higher level of 
patience to develop perseverance in you.

Perseverance can be summed up to mean you’re committed to your goal. 
Additionally, it enhances the goal’s value for you and intensifies your 
motivation level. It leads you to wonderful findings, and broadens your 
knowledge about yourself and your goals.

It is a well-established fact that success is not achieved overnight. There 
is no such thing as get rich fast successes in the world. The road to success 
is a slow and quite precarious journey at times. It takes hard work and 
time to build up and makes you solely responsible for your progress.

Perseverance that’s the key to a successful life. If you keep persevering 
long enough, you will achieve your true potential. Just remember, you 
can do anything you set your mind to, but it takes action, persistence, 
and the courage to face your fears.

STANDING
STRONG 
TOGETHER
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esjh izsj.kk &
  f’kokth 

f’kousjh esa fy;k tUe]
f’kokth jkts+ uke FkkA
ysdj ryokj fudyk vax esa]
ejkBk ohj toku FkkA
thtkckbZ dk f’ko]
iwjs fgan Lojkt dh 'kku FkkA
ejkBkvksa dk nkrk]
og ejkBksa dh tku FkkA
HkkSadrs nq’eu ds lkeus]
Okg vdsyk 'ksj dh ngkM+ FkkA
dksbZ mls u rksM+ lds]
,slk og igkM+ FkkA
lhus ls QkSyknh ysfdu
fny ls og uje FkkA
ckg~; 'kklu fEkVkus ds fy,]



એક શહરેમા ંરોહી અને ગૌરવ િેમના મમમી પપપા સાથ ેરહિેા 
હિા. િે ફરવસભર મસિી કરિા હિા. િેઓ મસિી કરિા તયારે 
એ ધયાન ન રાખિા કે િેમની મસિીથી કોઈને નકુસાન િો 
નથી થ્ ુ ં ને. િેમના ઘરે એક માણસ આવયો અને પછૂ્ુુઃ 
“િમારા પપપા કા ંછે ? મારે એમને મળવુ ંછે.” ગૌરવ કહુેઃ “આ 
ઘરમા ંમારા પપપા છે.” પછી િેઓ પાછા મસિી કરવા લાગે 
છે. એક ફરવસ િેમના મમમી-પપપા કાકં જવાના હિા. િેમણે 
બાળકોને કહુ:ં “અમે મામાના ઘરે જઈએ છે. િમારંુ ધયાન 
રાખજો અને આવીએ તયા ંસધુી િમારંુ લેશન પણૂ્દ કરી લેજો. 
રમિ-ગમિમા ં કાઈં ગડબડ ના કરિા.” આમ કહી મમમી-
પપપા બહારગામ ગયા. બનંેએ લેશન પણૂ્દ કરી લીધુ.ં પછી 
િો બનંે રમવા લાગયા. રમિા-રમિા બોલ બારીની બહાર 
જિો રહ્ો. ગૌરવ ેકહુુઃ “રોહી િે બોલ કેમ ન પકડ્ો?” રોહી 
બોલીુઃ “ભાઈ મે બહુ ંકોશીશ કરી હિી પણ બોલ ઝડપમા ંહિો 
િો પકડી ના શકી.” હા, ઠીક છે પણ હવ ેઆપણે કેવી રીિે 
રમીશુ ં? બનંે એ તવચાર કરી કાગળના બોલે રમવા નક્ી ક્ુું 

મસિીથી થ્ ુ ંનકુસાન
અને પછી િો કાગળનો બોલ બનાવયો. િે પણ બારી બહાર 
જિો રહ્ો. િરી મસિીમા ંને મસિીમા ંિેમની નોટબકુમાથંી પણ 
પેઈઝ કાપી િેમનો પણ બોલ બનાવી રીધો.

અઠવાફડયા પછી િેમની પરીક્ષા નજીક આવી તયારે િેમના 
મમમીએ કહુુઃ “ગૌરવ રોહી પોિાની બેગ લઈ અહીં આવો. 
આજથી હુ ંિમને ભણાવીશ. કાલથી િમારી પરીક્ષા ચાલુ ંથાય 
છે.” આમ કહી મમમીએ  ગૌરવને  બકુ બિાવવા કહુ.ં ગૌરવે 
પોિાની બકુ મમમીને આપી. મમમીએ બકુ ખોલી જો્ુ ં િો 
બકુમાથંી અડધા પેઈઝ ગાયબ. િેમણે ગૌરવને પછૂ્ુુઃ “પેઈઝ 
કા ં ગયા?” તયારે ગૌરવને યાર આવ્ુ ં કે કાગળના બોલ 
બનાવવાની મસિીમા ંઆપણી બકુના પેઈઝ િાટી ગયા. પછી 
િો બનંે રડવા લાગયા અને મમમીને કહુુઃ “સોરી, મસિી અને 
રમિમા ં બકુના પેઈઝ અમારાથી િાટી ગયા.” મમમીએ િરી 
આવી મસિી ન કરવા સચૂન ક્ુું અને કહુ ંકે “પરીક્ષા સમયે 
બકુનુ ંકેટલુ ંમહતવ છે િે હવ ેિમને ખબર પડશ.ે”                                                                                 

કેડેટ પરાગ ધધંાલણયા
(૬૨૩૯) 

૭-અ. ગરૂડ સરન

I tell you my ways to deal it.
We can control it by understanding the ‘real’  
worries by sharing our worries etc. 
Yoga is the best solution to prevent it. 
Meditate and practice Asanas regularly. 
Lead a simple life. 
Eat healthy food.
Drink more and more water. 
Admire the beauty of life and nature.
Maintain the work schedule. 
Stay positive.

HOW TO CONTROL STRESS

 Cdt Vishwaraj Basiya, 6313
                      Class : VII

Will I get good marks?  How can I solve this trouble at once?  How shall I complete my targets?  What to do to 
get good result?  Why can’t I work so nicely nowadays? And many more endless questions.  Do you know what 
do they indicate?  Can you say their one word answer?  Well the answer is STRESS, the more discussed word for 
each and every field for our duties and tasks.  What is Stress?  The answers are many.
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કેડેટ રૂદ્ર દેલવાકડ્યા(૬૧૦૫)
૮-બ, ગરૂડ સરન 

એક સખુી પફરવાર હિો. િેમા ંમકેુશભાઈ, 
િેમના પતની તનિાબેન, િેમના બે બાળકો 
કેશવ અને રાજીવ િથા મકેુશભાઈના તપિા 
શયાજીભાઈ રહિેા હિા, િેઓ બહ ુશ્ીમિં 
હિા િેમને કોઈ વસ્નુી કમી જ ન હિી. 
બધુ ંસારૂ હ્ ુ.ં બધા સખુી હિા.

અચાનક એકવાર એક લબમારી આવી ગઈ. 
આ લબમારીએ આખી દુતનયા બધં કરાવી 
અને િેના કારણે ઘણા બધા માણસો મરી 
ગયા. આ લબમારી જીવલેણ હિી. િેનુ ંનામ 
કોતવડ-19 હ્ ુ.ં આ લબમારી બહ ુખિરનાક 
હોવાથી આપણા રેશમા ંલોકડાઉન પણ થ્ુ.ં 
જેથી ઘણા પફરવારને આતથથિક રીિે નકુસાન 
થ્ુ ંઅને આખો ફરવસ ઘરમા ંજ રહનેાથી 
ઘણાને શાફરરીક-માનતસક િકલલિ પણ 
થવા માડંી. આવા સમયમા ંમકેુશભાઈ જેવા 

શ્ીમિં પફરવારે બેરોજગાર બની ગયેલા 
પફરવારોને ઘણી બધી મરર કરી, કારેક 
િો િેમની સાથે િેમના બાળકો અને પતની 
પણ ગરીબોને મરર કરવા સાથ ેજ હિા. 
મકેુશભાઈના કામની સમાચારપત્ોએ પણ 
નોંધ લીધી. 

આવામા ં એક ફરવસ મકેુશભાઈને કંઈક 
થવા માડં્ ુ,ં િેમનાથી શ્વાસ નહિો લેવાિો. 
મકેુશભાઈને િરિ જ એક સારી હોકસપટલમા ં
રાખલ કરવામા ંઆવયા. તયા ંખબર પડી કે 
િેમને કોતવડ-19 થયો છે. િરજ જ િેમના 
પફરવારજનોને બોલાવવામા ં આવયા, 
ડૉ્ટરએ ટ્ીટમેનટ ચાલુ ં કરી રીધી. બધા 
લોકો ભગવાનને પ્રાથ્દના કરવા લાગયા.

આવી ગભંીર પફરકસથતિમા ં સૌથી વધ ુ
ધયાન િો મકેુશભાઈને આપવાનુ ં હ્ ુ.ં 

િેમણે આતમતવશ્વાસ સાથ ે દૃઢિા રાખવી 
ખબુ જરૂરી હિી. સાચે જ મકેુશભાઈ પણ 
આતમતવશ્વાસ સાથ ેરઢ બની ગયા. આખરે 
બધાની સેવાની કરનાર મકેુશભાઈના 
પફરવારજનોની પ્રાથ્દના ભગવાને સાભંળી 
અને મકેુશભાઈ થોડાક જ ફરવસો પછી 
સાજા થઈ ગયા.

આત્થવશ્ાસ અને દૃઢરા

એક જગંલમા ંથઈને વહિેી નરીને કાઠેં રેવરારનુ ંએક મોટંુ અને ઊંચુ ંઝાડ 
હ્ ુ.ં એની બાજુમા ંજ નેિરના નાના છોડ ઉગેલા હિા. રેવરારને પોિાની ઉંચાઈ 

અને તવશાળિાનુ ંઅલભમાન હ્ ુ.ં ગમે િેવા પવનની સામે પણ એ ટટ્ાર ઊભુ ંરહે્ ુ.ં 
નમવાનુ ંએના સવભાવમા ંન હ્ ુ.ં નિેરના છોડ નાના અને નરમ હિા. પવન કે પાણી 

સૌને એ નમીને રહિેા. 

નેિરે કહુુઃ “ભાઈ અમે નમવામા ંમાનનારા, પવન જે રીશા િરિ વાયો િે ફરશા િરિ અમે 
નમયા. અમે ટકી શકા અમારી નમ્રિાને લીધે.”                                                                                                        

કેડેટ ધયેય નાગપરા (૬૨૫૬)
૭-બ,આંગે્ સરનનમ્રરા
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આ વાિ પરથી આપણે બોધ લઈ શકીએ 
કે આપણે હમેશા ં બીજાની મરર કરવી 
જોઈએ અને આતમતવશ્વાસ સાથ ે દૃઢિા 
રાખવી જોઈએ. િો ભગાવાન પણ આપણ ંુ
ભલ કરશું .ે

એક ફરવસ પવનન ંુજબરૂ િોિાન આવ્. ું પ્રચડ ં વાવાઝોડા સાથ ેમશળધાર ૂ વરસાર પડ્ો. 
રેવરારના ઝાડને િો અલભયાન હ્ ંુકે મને કોઈ નમાવી ન શકે. એ પવનના વાવાઝોડા સાથ ે
અક્ડ અને ટટ્ર રહવા ે ગ્. ું તયા ંપવનનો એવો જોરરાર સપાટો લાગયો કે િે મળમાૂ થી ં ઉખડી 
પડ્ ંુઅને નરીના ધસમસિા પ્રવાહમા ંિણાવવા લાગ્. ું રેવરારે િણાિા-િણાિા જો્ ંુિો 
આવા પવનમા ંપણ નેિર સલામિ હ્. ું રેવરારે નેિરને પછ્ૂ ુઃ ુ “હ ંુઆવ ંુબળવાન છિા ંઆ 
િોિાનમા ટં ક્ર ન ઝીલી શક ંુિે ્ કું ેવી રીિે ટકી શક ?” ું



તવદ્ાથથી એટલે તવદ્ાનો 
અથથી. જેનો મખુય ઉરેશ 
જ્ાન મેળવવાનો હોય 
િેને તવદ્ાથથી કહવેાય. 
અભયાસ, ઈત્તર પ્રવતૃત્તઓ 
િેમજ વાણી અને વિ્દનની 
દ્રષષટએ વખાણવા લાયક 
તવદ્ાથથીને જ આરશ્દ તવદ્ાથથીનુ ં
લબરૂર મળી શકે. આરશ્દ તવદ્ાથથી 
પોિાના વગ્દમા ં તનયતમિ હાજરી 
આપે છે, જયારે તશક્ષક ભણાવી રહ્ા ંહોય 
તયારે િે એકલચત્તે ભણિો હોય છે. િે પોિાને ન 
સમજાય િે મદુ્ો તવનય પવૂ્દક તશક્ષકને પછૂી લે છે. શાળમાથંી 
આપવામા ંઆવ્ુ ંઘરકામ િે તનયતમિ પણે અને ચોક્સાઈ 
પવૂ્દક કરે છે. આરશ્દ તવદ્ાથથીની એકાગ્િા પાથ્દ-અજુ ્દન જેવી 
અને જીજ્ાસા એકલવય જેવી હોય છે. 

આરશ્દ તવદ્ાથથી ઇત્તર પ્રવતૃત્તઓમા ંપણ રસપવૂ્દક ભાગ લે 
છે. એ રમિગમિમા ંખેલફરલી પવૂ્દક ભાગ લે છે. સાથે 
સાથ ેિે લચત્કામ, સગંીિ અને નાટક જેવી પ્રવતૃત્તઓમા ં
પણ ઉતસાહથી ભાગ લે છે. આરશ્દ તવદ્ાથથી િેની રરેક 
પ્રવતૃત્ત રસ પવૂ્દક અને ઉતસાહ પવૂ્દક કરે છે. ‘કામને વખિે 

કેડેટ આતમન 
કાનપફરયા(૬૨૮૯)

૭-અ, આંગે્ સરન.
કામ અને રમિને વખિે રમિ’ 
એજ િેનો જીવનમતં્ હોય છે.

આરશ્દ તવદ્ાથથીનુ ં ચફરત્ 
પણ આરશ્દ હોય છે. િેની 
વાણી અને વિ્દનમા ં તવવકે 
અને તવનય ઝલકે છે. 

આરશ્દ તવદ્ાથથી પોિાની 
આવડિનુ ં અલભમાન નથી 

રાખિો, વળી િેનામા ં રયા, 
પ્રેમ, સહનતશલિા અને ફહંમિ 

જેવા સરગણુો પણ હોય છે. બીજા 
તવદ્ાથથીઓને મરરરૂપ થવા િે હમંેશા 

િતપર રહ ેછે. અપગં અને અસહાય લોકો પ્રતયે 
િેના મનમા ંઅપાર હમરરદી હોય છે. 

િેને ઈત્તર વાચંનનો પણ શોખ હોય છે. વખિો વખિ રૈતનક 
પેપર, સામતયકો, વાિા્દ, કતવિા, નવલકથાના પસુિકો િેમજ 
મહાપરુૂરોના જીવનચફરત્ોના પસુિકોનુ ં વાચંન કરે છે. 
વાચંનને લીધે િેને રેશ અને દુતનયાના બનાવોની માફહિી 
મળિી રહ ેછે.

‘સાદુ જીવન, ઉચચ તવચાર’ એ આરશ્દ તવદ્ાથથીના જીવનનો 
આરશ્દ છે. નઠારી સોબિ, ગમે િેવ ુ ંવાચંન, વયસન અને 
તનંરાની પ્રવતૃત્તથી િો એ સરા દૂર જ રહ ેછે.

ft+anxh ds lQj esa lq[k] nq%[k] gkj] thr] I;kj] ?k`.kk lQyrk] vlQyrk vkSj Hkh cgqr 
dqN vkrs tkrs jgrs gaSA ;fn fta+nxh esa nq%[k ugha rks lq[k dk vkuan Hkh ge ugha ik 
ldrsA ,sls le; Hkh gksrs gSa tc ge ft+anxh esa dqN ?kVukvksa dks ysdj [kq’k gksrs gSa 
rFkk ,sls voljksa dks cgqr mRlkg ds lkFk eukrs gSaA ysfdu gesa ;g ugha Hkwyuk pkfg, 
fd ft+anxh  gesa le; ij cht u cks, rks Qy ugha nsxkA blfy, lQyrk ikus ds fy, 
iz;kl djrs jguk pkfg,A fcuk iz;kl ds ge ft+anxh esa dqN Hkh gkfly ugha dj ldrsA 
ft+anxh dk lQj ges’kk vklku ugha gksrk gS blfy, gesa gj le; ldkjkRed jguk 
pkfg,A ftl izdkj ir>M+ ds ekSle esa isM+ksa ds iRrs fc[kj tkrs gSa] fQj /khjs&/khjs fQj 
ls ml isM+ ij u, iRrs fudyus yxrs gSaA gekjh ft+anxh Hkh dqN ,slh gSA dHkh uhps rks 
dHkh ge f’k[kj p<+ tkrs gSaA bl ft+anxh :ih jaxeap ij lHkh viuk [ksy fn[kkrs gSaA dqN 
yksx bl ft+anxh :ih [ksy esa gkj tkrs gSa vkSj dqN thr tkrs gSaA ysfdu bl gkj ds ?kwWaV 
dks ihdj gh gesa thr gkfly gksxhA D;ksafd ge lHkh bl ckr dks tkurs gSa fd vlQyrk 
gh lQyrk dh igyh lh<+h gSA vr% ft+anxh ls fujk’k ugha gksuk pkfg,A 

ft+anxh dh mez cgqr NksVh gksrh gSA vius fy, rks lHkh thrs gSa] blfy, gesa tx esa dqN ,slk 
djuk pkfg, ftlls yksxksa ds fnyksa esa viuh txg cuk ik,A ;g dfBu t+:j gS ij vlaHko 
ughaA gesa isM+ksa vkSj ufn;ksa dh rjg viuh ft+anxh dks thuk pkfg,A dfo jghe us dgk gS&
^r#oj Qy ufga [kkr gS] ljoj fi;r u ikuA
dfg jghe ijdkt fgr] laifRr lWapfg lqtkuA*

gesa yksHk] eksg dks R;kx dj ijksidkj djuk pkfg,A pkjksa vksj fuLokFkZ izse vkSj [kqf’k;kWa yqVkuk 
pkfg,A blh dk uke fta+nxh gSA
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ueLdkj! eSa vkidh varjkRek cksy jgh gwWa oSls rks gj NksVk izk.kh eq>ls HkyhHkkWafr ifjfpr gSa 
ij 'kk;n eSa vkidks ;kn ugha] blfy, esjk ifjp; vfuok;Z gks tkrk gSA esjk tUe rc 
gqvk tc vki ;kfu euq"; /kjrh ij mRiUu gksus tk jgk FkkA ij bZ’oj dks ;g Mj 
Fkk fd vkidh le> vkSj eu vkidks Ny u nsA mUgsa ;g fpark lrkus yxh fd dgha 
mudh lcls lqanj jpuk mudh lcls cM+h xyrh u cu tk,A vkSj vc rd rks vki 
le> gh x, gksaxs fd blh Mj o fpark QyLo:Ik esjk tUe gqvk FkkA

esjk dk;Z lquus esa cM+k ekewyh ij lgh ek;us esa cM+k dfBu FkkA esjk dk;Z 

lcls [kkl ,d ubZ 'kq:vkr dh tks vkidks eq> rd igqWapk nsA

varjkRek

dSMsV vfer jks’ku 
vuqdzekad&5677
d{kk&ckjgoha
vkaxzs lnu

dSMsV lw;Zdkar
vuqdekad&5851 
d{kk&X;kjgoha
Ikzrki lnu

fganh
Hkk"kk

,d Fks ckiw] ,d Fks usrkth lqHkk"k
ftuds fopkjksa us gypy epk nh
,d us dgk& ^vfgalk ijeks/keZ%*
nwtk cksyk LojkT; ikdj ysaxs neA
,d djrk vkanksyu lkjh]
nwtk djrk Q+kSt HkkjhA
nksuksa us ns[kk ,d gh liuk]
ij <aXk Fkk nksuksa dk viuk&viukA
eaft+y ,d jkLrs vyx]

eaft+y ,d
 jkLrs vusd

uke&dSMsV dq.kky dqekj 
vuqdzekad&6336

d{kk&lkroha
f’kokth lnu

u #ds igqWaps QydA
ckiw cksys& ^rqe ohjksa esa ohj* 
rks usrkth cksys& ^rqe firk jk"Vª ds*
,d dgs ^vfgalk esjk /keZ*
nwtk dgs ^jk"Vª&lsok esjk deZ*
ns’kizse Fkk ftudk xhr]
eqf’dyksa dks ekuk ftUgksaus ehr]
x, ns’k&ns’k ikus thr]
cukbZ ns’kizse dh ftUgksaus ubZ jhrA
u Fkk LokFkZ] u dksbZ bPNk]
jgrs rS;kj nsus dks ijh{kk]
,d us dj vkanksyu] vaxzst+ksa dks Ndk;kA
nwts us Q+kSt cuk dj] Hk; fn[kk;kA

izd`fr dh igyh /ofu ̂ ÅWa* gSA esjh fganh Hkk"kk Hkh blh ̂ ÅWa* dh nsu gSA bldh fyfi 
nsoukxjh gS] ckaXyk] xqtjkrh] Hkkstiqqjh] iatkch] ejkBh vkSj Hkh dbZ Hkk"kkvksa dh 
tuuh fganh gh gSA ftl izdkj izd`fr dh gj pht+ vius esa laiw.kZ gS mlh 
rjg esjh fganh Hkk"kk Hkh vius esa laiw.kZ gSA fganh Hkk"kk dh fo’ks"krk ;g 
gS fd ge tSlk cksyrs gSa oSlk gh fy[krs gSaA blfy, ;g iw.kZr;k 
oSKkfud gSA fganh Hkk"kk ds ek/;e ls gh ge vius eu ds Hkkoksa 
dks lgtrk ls nwljs ds le{k izdV dj ikrs gSaA
fganh Hkk"kk gh gesa izd`fr ds lehi ys tk,xhA fganh gh gekjh 
igpku gS fQj mls viukus esa D;ksa drjk,A ysfdu dqN ykskxksa 
dh lksp ,slh gS fd bl ekr`Hkk"kk dks cny Mkyus ds fy, dgrs 
gSaA D;k ge viuh ekrk dks cny ldrs gSa\ ^ugha* rks fQj ekr`Hkk"kk 
dks D;ksa cnysaA ge ,slh lqanj] ljy Hkk"kk dk frjLdkj D;ksa djsa\ vxj 
cnyuk gh gS rks viuh lksp dks cnyksA gj ,d Hkk"kk dk viuk egRRo gS] 
mldh viuh igpku gS] vr% gesa gj Hkk"kk dk lEeku djuk pkfg,A
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Fkk vkidks lgh o xyr esa QdZ fl[kkuk] vkidks xyr djus ij i’pkrki 
dk vglkl djkukA ‘'kq:vkr esa rks ;g dk;Z cgqr ljy tku iM+rk Fkk 
ij le; chrus ij eq> ij Ny] tyu] ykylk bR;kfn dh /kwy teus 
yxh ftlds dkj.k esjh vkokt+ dks vulquk djuk 'kq: dj fn;k vkSj 
blds QyLo:Ik vc ogh gks jgk gS tks bZ’oj dks Mj FkkA vkt gekjk 
;kfu ge lcdk vius eu] psruk ,oa 'kjhj ij fu;a=.k fcxM+&lk x;k gSA 
;g cgqr gh vHkkX;iw.kZ gS fd vkt vki dh vkRek ugha cfYd vkidh 

egÙokdka{kk vkids thou ij Hkkjh gks pqdh gSA ij eSa ;gkWa vkidks 
Mjkus ugha vkbZ gWawA cfYd eSa rks vkidks ;g [kq’k[kcjh nsus vkbZ 
gwWa fd vHkh Hkh nsj ugha gqbZ gS cl t+:jr gS rks vkjke ls 
oDr ysdj lkspus dh] ykyph eu dks 'kkar djus dh vkSj 



A cadet’s life is full of unending efforts & challenges. There is always competition in class or a 
house for being first. The student needs study very much to get promoted especially during 
Board exams in 10th and 12th. If any student fails in exam he loses his motivation which is most 

important thing during exams in the life of a cadet. 

For example Me, My hands got red during this vacation. The reason was my vacation 
homework and I didn’t have any practice for writing even around 50 to 20 words in my 
homework. It is common in my school. Another example is my sister, her name is Prachi 

rai and she is IX standard. She gets 4 pdf of 2 to 15 pages everyday. If her teacher explains 
1 page of textbook she gets 2 pages of question answer related to that single page. Her 

perseverance is so much that she writes till her pdf’s are not completed. While I am 
writing this article she is doing her history pdf and her hand is red. After completing 
our schooling from our schools we need to maintain our perseverance during 

preparation for career options such as NDA, civil services or during higher studies 
as we tend to get failure to get success. For me it is the moment till I accomplish 

my dream destination i.e.NDA. For me as a cadet it is to strive and come out with 
flying colors of accomplishment in my all assignments given by my mentors. For 
me it is doing excellent despite of hurdles. I am a constant and committed. My 

perseverance keeps a cadet motivated.

Hence, perseverance i.e will power to never surrender is main ingredient to 
our life which keeps us motivation in every situation of our life.    

Cadet’s life: Full of Challenges

Cdt Amber Nayan
6401, Class VI

weaknesses and strengths. We fight, we struggle 
and we make progress day by day.  It’s not easy, 

but there’s value in what we are trying to 
achieve.  The problem is, we tend to lose 

steam as time passes.  We start to falter in 
our devotion to a project and we arrive at 
a cross-roads where we consider giving up.  

This happens for a few reasons.  Success, 
despite the popular belief, is not a one-way 

path or a straight line.

For any endeavor that you may start, always 
remember why you started and use that to fuel 
your determination and perseverance to finish it.  
Whether it ends in victory or defeat, the simple act 

of trying, of not fiving up is what makes our work 
worthwhile.

The question is always, “How 
much do you truly want your 
dream and do you have the 
courage to pursue it?”

Mehrosh Siddiqui
6441  Class : XII-B

PERSEVERANCE
Perseverance is the ability to keep doing 
something in spite of obstacles.  People 
who persevere show steadfastness in 
doing something despite how hard it is 
or how long it takes to reach the goal.  
It is a very important character trait for 
you to be successful in life.  It means 
determination at working hard, to insist 
and to be firm on getting something done 
and not giving up.

In life we will not always have things going 
our way all the time, sometimes we will fail 
at completing a task or getting what we 
want.  However, by persevering and sticking 
to the task we will eventually overcome and 
be successful.  For example, if Thomas Edison, 
the American Inventor, who invented the Electric 
Bulb, had given up the first time he failed; may be 
this marvelous invention might not have been a 
possibility as early as 1879.

Change has a funny habit of teaching you much 
about yourself; it goes to the centre of your own 
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THE PASSING OUT BATCH 2020-21

Aataman Sabhaya
6039

Aman Kumar
5670

Aswini Kumar
5731

Chintan Lakhannotra 
5665

Fuzail Khan
5701

Divya Patel 
5717

Gaurav Dafda
5684

Harsh Langaliya
6045

Chirag Bhenjaliya 
5870

Deepu Anand
5735

Devang Bhargav
6044

Ayush Shrivastava 
6041

Bhoopendra Kumar 
5711

Brijesh Pate 
l5710

Amit Raushan
5677

Anand Parmar
5653

Ashish Kumar
5743

Aayush Dobariya 
5756

Aditya Sosa
6040

Ajay Kumar Karmur 
5760

Cdt. Hemant Singh
5 709
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THE PASSING OUT BATCH 2020-21

Hemal Srimali
5686

Kirvil Ladola
5727

Lalan Kumar
5680

Mohit Jobanputra 
5750

Parth 
5668

Parth Gadhadara 
5656

Prabhash Kumar Singh 
5674

Praveen Kumar
5671

Nevil Hapaliya
5651

Nirmal Nanera
5744

Paras Bhalala
5715

Mayank Rathwa
5737

Mayur Goradiya
5685

Meet Boda
5662

Krushnapalsinh Vala 
5742

Kuldeep Yadav 
5661

Lakhan Mevada
5706

Hiren Chovatiya 
5536

Jenil Savaliya
5683

Keyur Bhalala
5714
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Prince Chovatiya
5726

Rakesh Ranjan Kumar 
5694

Sahil Bodar 
5704

Sonu Kumar
5713

Subrata Kumar Pradhan 
6065

Vishal Raj
5678

Yash Patel
5652

Sahil Parmar 
5754

Satish Kumar
5682

Shudhanshu Kumar 
5675

Ranveer Nandan 
5676

Ravit Bavaliya 
5664

Sachin Meena
6042

Prince Raj
5679

Priyanshu Kumar 
5681

Radhe Raman Kumar 
5669

THE PASSING OUT BATCH 2020-21
Joine

d 
our

 fra
tern

ity

Mrs. Priya Sonagra

joined our school on 15th Feb 2021 as  
TGT Mathematics.She has completed

MSc Mathematics  from University of Pune. 
She is married and having a son.
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Obituary
Late CDT. Yuvraj Bhesaniya

Class VII

With profound grief we place on 
 record the sad demise of  

Cdt. Yuvraj Bhesaniya (6231) 
on 10/11/2020. 

 May his soul rest in peace.
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